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CERTIFICATES
y. Crosby s
Co. :
An apprentice of mine U •
many months so much affl’"?
Rheumatism in onebfhi.i
mht for labor ; and after Irvin.
y popular medicines, I annli./
e Rheumatic Drops £ >
- effected a perfect’ ft',

been more than six months
any new attack of the disease
he boy has been frequently ejL
mps :»nd »'Rins.
J
ROBERT
bus, O., JOth Nov., 1832.
Weby certify, that I was'afflicw

-hromc Rheumatism for about sev.
so that ! was unable to attend to
ess one third of the time. In th
ed every thing I could hear of that
mmended to cure the complaint
no relief, and in fact I had almost
of finding any. In the fall of 1832
>olumbus, at which time I was not
t on to my horse without help, a
mine advised me to purchaser
Messrs. O. & S. Crosby & Co’s
Rheumatic Drops, which I did
■d as directed, and found immedi'
i and I am perfectly cured—asit
been more than six months and I
er had a return of the pain-4
1 the winter of 1832—3, I pur.
Irove of cattle and hogs, and drove
ss the Alleghany mountains to
)ia market, and was exposed
he tour to cold and rain. I can
recommend it to all who are afh the Rheumatism.
WM. COCHRAN,
county, O. August 1, 1832.
holesale and retail by JOHN
Kennebunk; Nathan Kendall,
fm. C. Stimpson, & Co. No. 134,
?, Faneuil Hall; Rogers, & Co.
179, Commercial Street ; S. N.
Brother::, No. 90 and92, Wash- ; Maynard & Noyes, Ao. 13,
Boston.

A REMEDY FOR

SHEirMA&ZSM!
xcrutiating pain—the decrepitude
deformity, and the premature
hich are the usual attendants of
er, are suffered by many from 8
a cure, or disappointment in the
he numerous pretended antidotes
ct this purpose. But those who
a fair trial of
S CELEBRATED LINIMENT,
ises of long standing, and of the
character, have received certain
many have been cured in a few
in 24 hours I as a number of
Boston and vicinity, who were
dieted with the Rheumatism,
illy testified. Certificates are in
on of the proprietor, proving the
>ugh and surprising cures by
his powerful Liniment, in cases
r approved applications had utThe Liniment is also used
.for bruises, sprains, numbness,
he joints, chilblains, &c.
cents a bottle.

DUMFRIES’

SYE WATER!
*re or inflamed Eyes, gives imate ease and relief. On recent
the effect is most salutary.—
complaint has been of years
d in some exceeding bad cases,
;xpected and desirable relief has
n the use of this Eye Water?
other remedy had failed. Mawho have used it, pronounce d
eparation for these complaints
ever met with, especially in caless or inflammation of long
’rice 25 cents a bottle.
are genuine unless signed on*
rinted wrapper by thesoZePro
Bidder, immediate successor
r. W. T. Conway. For sale?
ng Room, over No. 99, Court
Concert Hall, Boston, and also
il appointment, by
LILLIE, Kelinebunk.
L POPE, Kennebunk-port'

J ..

criber having contracted whip
m of Kennebunk, to support the
own for one year, hereby giveS
has made suitable provision for
own Work-House, and hereby
sons harboring or trusting any
•s of said town, as he is deterno bill for their support.

1XANDER G. FURNALD.
May 1, 1834.
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ched with sea. water, having nothing to of July, when they fell in with Capt. Per
dous, and whole islands and continents
Alcohol is a poison ! and has always been
screen them, except a temporary kind of kins, of the brig Dromo, in the chops of the
would probably be overthrown and destroy considered so by chymists and Pharmacolo
PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY MORNING, BY
cabin which they had built of boards between channel of England, who took them on
ed?
gists. It is no new doctrine ; the Great Cy
JAMES K. REMICH.
the windlass and nighthead on the larboard board and landed them in Kennebunk,
Office oh the Main-Street,—opposite theMeeting- House.
rus, king of Persia, 2385 years ago, refused to
side of the forecastle. The next who sunk Maine.
Patience is that calm and unruffled tem taste wine, which he poured out for his
TERMS OF THE GAZETTE AND PALLADIUM.
It is natural to inquire how they could per with which a good man bears the evils grandfather, for, said he, it
poison, I have
Two dollars per annum, if paid within the year._ under this horrid press of disasters was
Interest will be charged on all subscriptions which Howes, a young man of about thirty, who float such a vast distance upon the most fre of life.
Says an eminent writer,—c It is noticed that after drinking it, you say and do
remain unpaid at the expiration of the year.—-No likewise was a fisherman, by profession,
quented part of the Atlantic and not be dis apt to be ranked by many among the more what you will not allow us boys to do. You
paper discontinued, except at the option of the pub
forget that you are a king, and your subjects
and tall, spare, and as smart and active a covered all this time ? They were passed
lisher, until all arrearages are paid.
humble and obscure virtues, belonging do not treat you as such. The brain of ha
The publisher does not hold himself responsible for seaman as any on board. He likewise died by more than a dozen sail, one of which
chiefly
to
those
who
groan
on
a
sick
bed,
Or
bitual drinkers becomes hard and dull ; the
any error tn any advertisement beyond the amount delirious and in dreadful distress, six days
came so nigh them that they could distinct who languish in prison ; but in every cir liver becomes hard and white ; the stomach
charged for its insertion.
after Paddock, being the fifty sixth day of ly see the people on deck and on the rigging
cumstance of life, no virtue is more impor is contracted and drawn up: the skin be
the wreck. It was soon perceived that this looking at them : but to the inexpressible
MISCELLANEOUS
tant both to duty and happiness.
It is not comes rough, pimpled, flabby and red,—the
must inevitably be the fate of all the survi disappointment of the starving and freezing confined to a situation of continued adversi face bloated ; the eye dim, sluggish, and
DISTRESSING NARRATIVE. ’
vors in a short time, if something was not men, they stifled the dictates of compassion,
ty ; it principally, indeed, regards the disa blood-shotlen, and hjs breath foeted.—West
In consequence of the imperfect account done to procure water. About this time
hoisted sail, and cruelly abandoned them to greeable circumstances which are apt to field Herald.
which lately appeared in the Cincinnati good luck, or, more probably, kind Provi
their fate.
occur : but prosperity cannot be enjoyed
Chronicle, of the sufferings ofCapt.Caz- dence, enabled them to fish up the tea ket
Anecdote.—A few weeks since, when the
any more than adversity supported without bells in this village were ringing for fire, a
neau, on a wreck at sea, in 1811-12, that tle and one of the captain’s pistols ; and ne
VOLCANOES. *
it. It must enter Into the temper, and form rum-soaked creature, in the shape of a man,
gentleman has been induced to furnish us cessity, the mother of invention, Suggested
I
Professor Silliman has recently been the habit of the soul, if we would pass inquired what the bells were ringing for.
with the following narrative.
the plan of distillation.
Accordingly, ai delivering a course of geological lectures thro’ the world with tranquillity and honor. “ For fire”—said one standing by. “I wish,”
Probably the annals of shipwrecks and piece of board was very nicely fitted to the
1 in Boston. We give the following sy(said he, with an oath) “the whole town was
disasters will not furnish a parallel-—and if mouth of tne boiler, a small hole made in it
nopsis of his lecture on volcanoes, from the
Early Genius.—There is scarcely any burnt.” “ Yrou mean, all but the Still-House,
the truth of the statement was not establish and the tea kettle, bottom upwards, fixed to
father said his little boy of six years old—
■ Evening Mercantile Journal.
obstacle more fatal to the full developement “ What would you do for rum, father, if the
ed by the most positive evidence, it would the upper side of the board, the pistol barrel
“
Mr.
S.
mentioned
the
different
countries
and useful application of talent than an Still-House was burn't.”—Essex Gazette.
be pronounced incredible. It is difficult to was fixed to the nose of the kettle and kept
The extravagant
conceive how an individual could preserve cool by the constant application of cold wa whose appearance denoted volcanic action, early display of genius.
The discoveries at Pompeii, are every day
life for one hundred and ninety-one days, on ter. This completely succeeded, and the either recently or at some remote period caresses lavished upon it by the light and in
He mentioned Iceland, with its judicious, are too apt to beget a self confi becoming more interesting. It is not long
a wreck level with the water, in the midst of survivors, without a doubt, owe their pres of time.
the wide Atlantic Ocean, and deprived al ervation to this simple experiment. But all Mount Hecla and its Geysers, which is high dence in the possessor, and render him impa since that there was discovered in a splendid
ly volcanic.
The Shetland, Orkney and tient of painful discipline and of study ; with dwelling, fragments of ivory, on which were
most entirely of the means of sustenance. that could be obtained by this very imper
Egyptian figures in divers colors, which
But possessing a most powerful constitution, fect distillation, was a scanty allowance of Ferro islands, were based upon trap and out which genius, at best is irregular, ungov proves that the art of miniature painting was
basaltic rocks, probably of volcanic origin. ernable, and oftentimes splendidly erroneous.
great energy, fortitude, and presence of water for five men ; yet it would sustain
known to that age.
The Hot Springs in England occasioned by
mind, and being fruitful in resources, Capt. life and that was all.
internal heat, show that there is an igne
When Dr. Franklin was agent in Eng
Mr. Brunel has recommenced his opera
Cazneau not only saved himself from a
The impression that there was meat
dreadful death, but one of his crew also. enough under the deck, induced them to use ous action beneath the surface of the earth land, 1774, one of the ministry inquired of tions for completing the Thames Tunnel.
That part ofthe Tunnel which has been com
And this reminds us of the singular fact that every exertion to obtain it ; but by getting and which has given evidence of existence him what would satisfy the Colonies—he pleted remains in a safe and secure state.
for
2000
years.
These
Hot
Springs
are
al

answered
that
it
might
be
comprised
in
a
the Massachusetts Humane Society, which up pieces of bones, entirely bare of meat
Mr. Brunel expresses in his report, a perfect
was incorporated principally for taking note and in a putrid state, they found that noth so numerous along the foot of the Alps, and few Res ; and sat down and wrote as fol confidence that the Tunnel will be comple
many
parts
of
this
country.
Mr.
S.
gave
lows
:
in
ted without difficulty.
of, rewarding and encouraging acts of gal ing was left for them but to rely on Heaven
' -call your troops,
lantry on the high seas, which tend to the for food and ,be contented with whatever a brief sketch of the volcanic appearances in
Europe and in Asia, and stated that it was
-store Castle William,
Forest Trees.—North America has 140 spe
preservation of life, has never, to our came to hand, till relief should come.
cies which reach 30 feet high, but France has
-pair the damage done to Boston,
knowledge, thought proper to notice this Their only sustenance now was barnacles now believed that volcanic action was the
only 30 of this magnitude.
instrument of the destruction of Sodom and
-peal your unconstitutional acts,
extraordinary event ¡—Boston Journal.
gathered from the sides of the vessel, which
Gomorrah.
The
Azores,
Madeira,
Canary
-nounce
your
pretensions
to
taxation
;
The brig Polly, owned by Wm. L. C. were eat raw that the distilling might not be
Durable Whitewash.—By saturating the wa
and
& I. S. Hunt, about 135 tons burthen, sail- interrupted, which would give them no more Islands, Cape de Verds, St. Helena, Trister in which the lime is to be slackened, with
tran
D
’
Acunha,
and
the
Isles
in
the
Indian
|
-fund
the
duties
you
have
extorted.
ed from Boston, with a cargo of lumber, than four wine glasses of water each per
common salt, a whitewash may be made
|
Afterwards,
and about 150 bls. provisions, on a voyage’ day.—The next food which they obtained Ocean particularly Bourbon, gave evi
which will neither crack nor rub off on one’s
dence
that
they
were
of
volcanic
origin.
I -quire and-ceivepay for tea destroy hands or clothes.
to Santa Croix, on the 12th of Dec. 1811, was a large shark, caught by means ofa
Also the large islands of Java, Borneo, Su
ed ; and then
under the command of Capt. W. L. Caz running bowline. This was a very great
¿-joicein a happy reconciliation.
Mrs. Melmontb, the actress, bought a piece
neau—with a mate, four seamen and cook • relief and lasted some time. Two advanta matra, &c. with the Philipines, were evi
of land on Long Island, about 30 years ago
•Air. I. S. Hunt, and a negro girl of nine ges arose from this signal interposition of dently a continued range ofvolcanbes. The
Bank of Newfoundland.—The banks ex for $300, which sold a few weeks since for
Islands in the West Indies were also of vol
years of age, passengers. Nothing material kind Providence ; for while they lived upon
tend over a space of 40,000 miles, and $64,000.
happened until the 15th when they had their shark, the barnacles were growing lar canic basis: and South America is subject
to earthquakes, which always attend, and are from 30 to 45 fathoms below the sur
cleared Cape Cod, the shoal of Georges, ger and more nutritive.
They likewise
face of the ocean. The shoals areinhabited
An Expedition.—A meeting was lately held,
and nearly, as they supposed, crossed the found many small crabs among the sea weed generally precede volcanoes. He spoke of
by innumerable tribes of muscles and clams, consisting of the citizens of a number of
the
earthquake
at
Carraccas,
and
of
the
re

gulf stream, when there came on a violent which often floated around the wreck, which
to which it is a favorite residence, as they towns in Addison County, Vt. for the pur
gale from the south-east, in which the brig were very pleasant food. But from the ne cent eruption in the bay of Honduras—of
the mountains of Quito, and the whole chain can easily bury their shells in the soft sand. pose of adopting measures to exterminate the
labored very hard, which produced a leak cessity of chewing them raw and sucking out
They have enemies to contend with.
The wolves which infest the neighboring moun
that so gained on the pumps as to sound the nourishment, they brought on an obsti of the Andes, which are capped with por
cod fish resort to this coast to prey on them. tains. Dr. William Bass was called to the
phyry,
trap
and
basalt,
and
supposed
that
nearly six feet—when about midnight she nate costiveness, which became extremelv ,
chair. A numerous committee was appoint
there was no doubt that the whole range, They keep a constant watch, and swim a- ed to prepare a plan of operations, and their
was upset and Mr. Hunt drowned in the painful and probably much exasperated by ,
from Terra del Fuego, or Land of Fire, bout a foot above the submarine sands. report was adopted. It provided for the ap
cabin ! Not having any reason to hope for the want of water.
was a continued range of volcanoes.
He When a muscle opens its shell, it is imme pointment of a captain in each town, and a
her righting, by much exertion the weather
On the 15th of March, according to their 1
diately seized and devoured.
At other subaltern for every ten men, to be armed
then
alluded
to
the
islands
in
the
Pacific,
lanyards were cutaway, the deck load hav computation, poor Mobo, the cook, expired,
They are pro with guns, pitchforks and axes, and furnished
all of which are volcanic ; thebedofthat times the fish do not wait.
ing been thrown over and the lashings all evidently from want of water, though with
vided with a horny protuberance round with two days’ rations, and prescribed various
gone ; in about half an hour the mainmast much less distress than the others and in vast ocean probably resting on arches of their mouths, with which they burrow in other arrangements, relating to the order of
fire • the volcanoes being merely the chimwent by the board, and soon after the fore full exercise of his reason : he very devoutly
the march. Some of the Vermont editors
nies, or the places of exit, for the fire and the sand, and capture the muscle in his shell.
appear to think, that the advance of such a
mast, when she righted, tho’ full of water, a prayed and appeared perfectly resigned to
The
fishermen
of
various
nations,
French,
The
formidable force will induce the enemy to
dreadful sea making a fair breach over her the will of the God who afflicted him. smoke in the interior of the earth.
English and Americans, who resort to these
from stem to stern. In this situation the Their constant study was directed to the im number of volcanoes known to be in actual banks, take annually from 8 to 10,000,000 capitulate.—Boston Patriot.
night wore away, and daylight found all provement of their still, which was made existence is upwards of three hundred ! In
On opening them, they find the
Mexico in 1750, a region of country up offish.
The New York Commercial Advertiser
alive except the passenger, and upon close much better by the addition of the other pis
remains of 20 or 50 muscles in each. Some expresses the opinion that the account of the
wards
of
seventy
miles
in
extent,
rose
by
search the little girl was found clinging to tol barrel, which was found by fishing with
times the muscle shells are found either appearance of cholera in Toronto and Mon
the skylight, and so saved from drowning the grain they made by fixing nails into a volcanic action several hundred feet, and a
wholly or partially dissolved.
The first treal, is unfounded. It adds that letters from
fountain
was
formed
in
the
centre
about
in the cabin, but so much chilled that she piece of a stave. With this barrel they so
care of the fishermen after taking their sta Toronto are silent on the subject, and that a
1700
feet
in
height
—
which,
fifty
years
af

survived but a few hours. In this situation perfected the still as to obtain eight junk
tions, is, to ascertain the depth of water. gentleman who left Montreal very recently,
they remained without fire, as near as the bottles full in twenty four hours. But from terwards, when Humboldt visited the spot, The lines must be regarded so as to lie on had not heard that any cases of cholera had
was
found
to
be
hot
and
smoking
1
Mr.
S.
occurred there.
captain can recollect, twelve days, when the death of Moho to the death of Johnson,
the bottom, where the fish are always enga
described
the
eruptions
at
Vesuvius
and
Et

the cook, an indian from Canton, near Bos which happened about the middle of April,
na, and the destruction ofPompeii and Her ged in this species of submarine war.
Balloon Ascension.—A Mr. Clayton ascend
ton, suggested the operation of rubbing two they seemed to be denied every kind of food.
culaneum. He also spoke of Graham’s Is
sticks together, which succeeded.
The barnacles were all gone, and no friend land, which was formed a few years since,
An awful Fact.—From a return made ed in a balloon at Cincinnati on the 8th inst.
with the intention of proceeding as far as
Very fortunately the camboose did hot go ly gale wafted to their side the sea weed
for the city and liberty of Westminster, it possible. No information had been received
in the vicinity of Sicily, by volcanic action
over board with the deck load ; this was from which they could obtain crabs or in
—and rose from the bottom of the sea.
It appears that during the lastyear no less than concerning him so late as the 15th. His
got to windward, a fire kindled and some sects—It seemed as if all hope was gone for
has now disappeared—and a dangerous about 100 children have been burnt to course, on ascending, was in an easterly di
provisions cooked, which was the first they ever, and they had nothing before them but
rection.
shoal marks the spot.
Mr. S. stated that death, chiefly owing to their parents leaving
had tasted, except raw pork, for the whole death, or the horrid alternative of eating the
in South America, in several instances, them alone in a room with a fire in it. Of
[From the Newport Herald of the Times.]
time. They now got up a barrel of pork, flesh of their dead companion. One expe
fishes were thrown out of the craters of vol this number about four fifths were girls and
and a half barrel of beef.—A small pig had dient was l£ft, that was to try to decoy a
ihe remainder boys. This arises from the
TORY PATRIOTISM ! 1-Henry Bull,
canoes with other matter—supposed to have
been saved alive, which they now dressed shark, if happily there might be one about
Esq. one of the leaders of Toryism in this
been the inhabitants of the vast lakes in the difference of the clothing between boys and
not having any thing to feed it with. But the wreck, by part of the corpse of their
girls. Where the boys have been burnt to town, made this monstrous declaration a few
mountains.
days ago in the presence ofseveral persons—
ht this time no apprehension was entertain shipmate !
This succeeded, and they
Mr. S. conceived that the earth in the in death, it has been chiefly owing to wearing ,£ Gen. Jackson IS the Government—he ought
ed of suffering for meat, there being several caught a large shark, and from that time
pinafores.
In
a
great
many
of
the
cases
terior was in a state of igneous fusion. It is
to have ALL POWER; and I will support
barrels stowed in the run, and upwards of had many fish, mostly dolphin, till their hap
found on boreing for Artesian wells, that the the accidents have occurred from the chil him as THE GOVERNMENT. The Uni
one hundred under deck—and also several py deliverance. Very fortunately, a cask
heat increases in regular ratio as we advance dren getting on a chair to reach something ted States Senate OUGHT TO BE PUT
hogsheads of water. With this impression, of nails which was on deck, lodged in the
from the surface of the earth. This is also off the mantle-piece, when their clothes DOWN! ! and Jackson would be JUSTI
the people used the provisions very impru lee scupper while on their beam ends : with
FIED in TURNING THEM OUT of
proved by the temperature of mines, &c. It easily ignite.—London paper.
Doors.”
dently, till they discovered that the after these they were enabled to fasten the shin
has been computed that water will boil at
These are the sentiments of a man who
part of the deck and stern were gone, and gles on their cabin, which by constant im
A great discovery, if true—Portable
the distance of two miles, and at the dis
«the gale continuing for a long time, the bar provement, had become much more com
Milk.—The principle or essence of new claims to be the leader of“ The Democratic
tance of two hundred miles, the heat will
Republican Party” I!!
rels had stove, and their contents were in a modious, and when reduced to two only,
be so intense that rocks will melt ! The sur milk has at length been extracted by evap
«solid mass, and lost forever.
they had a better supply of water.
oration
at
Paris,
called
Lactoline,
which
is
face of the earth is therefore nothing but a
Specie.—On Monday last, Jive tons of Spe
There happened to be a cask of water
They had now drifted about two thous crust of frozen lava ! The earth was once unadulterated by heat and moisture, and to cie, belonging to the United States Bank,
lashed on the quarter deck, a part of which
and miles and were in latitude 28 North and probably a red hot ball: the surface of which the addition of nine tenths of water arrived in Philadelphia from Pittsburgh.
was saved, containing about thirty gallons, longitude 13 West, when to their unspeaka
which is now congealed. Its figure, that of makes excellent new milk. What a mar
all the rest was lost.
This lasted about ble joy they saw three ships bearing down
vellous accommodation this would be for
Recipe for making paper fire proof.—.
an oblate spheroid, shows that it was of a
eighteen days, when the crew were reduced upon them. The ships came as near as
nature soft and yielding. The sun is now a our packets, and all sea vessels, and for Immerse any kind of paper in a strong so
to the necessity of catching what rain they
lution of alum water—thoroughly dry it,
was convenient, and then hailed, which red hot ball, and the dark spots on its sur- travellers.
could, and having no more. At the end of Capt. Cazneau answered with all the force
immerse and dry it again—and neither fire
face, may be the commencement of conge
z New Ball Projector.—A French agri nor candle will burn it.
forty days the meat was all gone, and abso of his lungs. The ship which hailed proved
lation. In the course ui
of time, the
sur
mu whole
wiioie sur*
lute famine stared them in the face.—The
culturist, by the name of Billet, has invent
to be the Fame of Hull, Captain Feather face may become congealed, and the earth
first victim to this destroyer was Mr. Pad
Profitable culture of Silk.—The raw
stone, bound from Rio Janeiro home. it
L so ! will be thus deprived of the source of exter- ed a machine which will discharge 2000
dock, the mate, whose exquisite distress happened that the three captains had dined
balls of half a pound weight each in a min silk, produced during the last season in
nal light and heat 1
ute—that is 34 balls a second. The action Mansfield, Conn, amounted to more than
seemed to redouble the sufferings of his together that day and were all on board the
Mr. Silliman^hought that the cause of in of this formidable machine may be arrested
companions. He was a man of a robust Fame. Humanity immediately sent a boat,
sixty thousand dollars.
All the labor re
constitution, who had spent his life in the which put an end to the dreadful thraldom ,ternal fires might be owing to galvanic ac or continued at will; the balls are dischar quired, was performed by women and chil
tion,
produced
by
the
natural
arrangement
Bank fishing, had suffered many hardships of Captain Cazneau and Samuel Badger, 1
ged from four different muzzles, which may dren.
Probably the other products of the
and appeared the most capable of standing the only surviving persons, who were receiv- 1of metals and acids. By galvanic action a be directed upon objects at a less or greater town, hay, grain, vegetables, pork, beef, &c.
tremendous
heat
may
be
produced
—
’
Gran

the shocks of misfortune of any of the crew. ed by these humane Englishmen with exal- i
distance from each other, or they may be with all the labor bestowed upon them, did
and Basalt, having been in this way fre brought to bear simultaneously on one and
In the meridian of life, being about thirty ted sensibility. Thus was ended the most ite
not equal this single item, the culture of silk.
<
put in a state of combustion.
It is the same point.
five years old, it was reasonable to suppose shocking catastrophe which our naval his- quently
Hampshire Gaz.
|
probable
that
the
great
magazine
below
is
that instead of the first, he would have been
tory has recorded for many years, after a se- Ifilled with combustible materials. The vol
the last to have fallen a sacrifice to cold and ries of distresses from Dec. 15th to the 20th i
An Original Verdict.—The editor of the
A Just Reward.—A boy by the name of
canoes are useful and conducive to the safe New Bedford Gazette has rendered the fol Samuel Norman, insulted a respectable lady
hunger ; but heaven had ordered otherwise
of June, az period of one hundred and ninety ty
l of mankind, as they are vents for letting
—-he became delirious, and death relieved one days 1 Every attention was paid to the <
lowing verdict upon a man who was found in Canal street, on Saturday evening, and
off the vast quantity of steam and gasses, frozen to death at that place, with an empty
him from his sufferings the fiftieth day of
was nabbed by her brother, who happened
sufferers that generosity, warmed with pity ,
which are Constantly accumulating in the
hisshipwreck. During all this time, the
and fellow feeling could dictate, on board 1bowels of the earth. If these orifices were spirit bottle lying at his side :—“ That he to observe him from the opposite side of the
storms continued, and would often over
came to his death by taking poison, in the street. The brother took him to his house
the uuuvuisions
convulsions wmen
which would
wouldtaite
take
T
Jvere cherished> comfort- sealed, UIC
whelm them so as to keep them always dren- pt
ed, fed, clothed and nursed until the ninth1 place from time to time would be tremen- shape of New England rum, administered and gave him thirty lashes with a cow-skin.
by some person or persons unknown.”
Phil. Gaz.
AND MAINE PALLADIUM,

■ was not effected, we are u
!ng 11 a valuable medicine forT
■sease, and for no other is it h"
-Price 50 cents.
“

NOTICE.

SATURDAY, MAY 2, 1835.
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H FOR SALE.

>y the subscriber, about thirty
good Cod Fish. For further

^CHARLES GOODWIN.
-port, March 20, 1835.

•

in the Treasury tiôt otherwise appro-j is paid. We have a full Treasury. Many
money m
THE FORTIFICATION BILL.
,
.
li
•
1
____
have hppii rnmmpnppd
priated,
to be expended in whole, or in part, of our Fortifications have been commenced
There is, perhaps, says the Boston Daily
and others ought to be commenced. There
MAIL ARTICLES.
under
the
direction
of
the
President
of
the
Advertiser, no measure of the last session of
FOREIGN NEWS.
was some danger of war in the opinion of alL
Congress, which shows in so strong a light the United States, for military and naval service,
[Correspondence of the N. Y. Jour, of Com.]
including Fortifications and ordinance, and The majority surely thought so, or they
mismanagement
of
the
administration,
as
their
WASHINGTON, APRIL 21.
Latest from China.—By the ship York,
increase of the Navy ; Provided such expendi would not have insisted upon the extraordi
Mr.
Capt. Sterling, we have Canton papers to
mr. Barry,
ourry, the
uw *Postmaster General,
---------- , is about proceedings in relation to the appropriation for ture shall be rendered necessary for the de nary and additional appropriation of the three
Dec. 30th ; a month later than the previous j t0 jeave his office and to visit some of the fortifications. There are two reasons why it fence of the country prior to the next meet millions of dollars. Yet, in the first instance
advices. The most important portion of their northern cities, preparatory to his journey to might have been fairly expected, that more ing of Congress.”
when the bill was debated, the House refused
contents is a Petition from British residents t|ie West and his departure on a mission to liberal provision should be made for this ob
then agreed
I have been a member of Congress for to grant more than $439,000
ject,
at
this
time,
than
in
most
former
years.
It
and ship-masters at Canton, to the King of Spain. This morning, the two Assistant
many years, and I pronounce without hesita to the amendment of the Senate, doubling
well
known,
that
in
addition
to
the
repairs
is
Great «.Britain, praying for the adoption of postmasters General called a meeting of the
tion the above section to be one of the most that amount—then its committee of confer
energetic measures on the part of the govern-1 C|erks of the office, at which Mr. Hobbie an- which are required from time to time, to
extraordinary character I ever knew present ence agreed to the compromise in relation to
ment in reference to the affairs of China, as j nOunced the.intended departure of Mr. Bariy, counteract the effects of natural decay, a
ed. In fact, 1 doubt whether it had ever the three millions, by substituting a specific
the best and only means of establishing com-1 at
same time stating that he was to go large expenditure is necessary to complete been proposed by any member of Congress, appropriation of $800,000. If this bill had
the
system
of
defence,
at
the
principal
points
mercial intercourse with that country on a i ;nto anotfoer branch of the public service,
since the formation of the Government, to passed, as agreed, the appropriations for For
respectable footing, and protecting British. Resolutions were immediately adopted by the along the coast, which a due regard for the
place such a sum of money in the hands of tifications, &c., would have amounted to
security
of
the
large
seaports
requires.
Ev

subjects and others trading in the ports of Q]ej-Rgs expressive ot their regret at the de
the President. This was proposed, without $1,700,000. But the determination was to
ery
administration
has
held
in
view
the
grad

China, from the constant indignities and in- : parture of Mr. Barry, and their gratitude for
estimate, without Executive recommendation, reject all i—abandon the whole—and to pro
ual
increase
of
these
works
of
defence,
and
suits to which they are at present subject. |
kjncj an(] gentlemanlike deportment towduce the impression (if possible) that the
We call it important, because it will not im-1 ards lhern> &c. It is well understood that the country has been anticipating their ac and without a report or argument to support awful responsibility rested upon the Senate.
it.
probably decide the British government as to , Mr Kendall will immediately succeed Mr. complishment, in proportion as the resources
It may be enquired, why it was not oppo 1 hope the plain facts in the case may be
’
' - to ......
— —
the course which’ they
ought
pursue,
espe- Barry.—Mr. Pickett, now superintendent of of the government will admit of it, without sed with spirit and why no speeches were known to the people, and to them let the ap
imposing
too
heavy
a
burden
upon
the
treas

cially after the virtual murder of the British (the Patent Office, and late Charge des Af
made against it ? The time was short.— peal be made. Let them decide who is in
Commissioner, Lord Napier, by the Chinese jfaires at Colombia, will, it is supposed, suc ury. It was therefore natural to look forward There were then pending before the House, fault. I am gentlemen, with respect,
to
the
period
of
the
final
payment
of
the
pubauthorities. If we may judge from the tone (ceed Mr. Kendall in the Fourth Auditor’s
your obed’t serv’t
of the Canton Register, the British residents ,office. But he has at least two rivals whose lie debt, as the time when liberal appropria- a number of important bills, m which many
JOHN REED.
lions could be best spared to complete the members felt a deep interest, and a debate
there, (and we hope we may add the British 1pretensions are strongly urged, viz : Reuben
To
Messrs.
Wm.
Ellery,
John
P. Mann, AudA
debate,
necessary works for the military defence of would have defeated them all. / ..........
people at home,) will be satisfied with noth- M.
]
Whitney and John T. Sullivan,
ley Clarke, Wm. S. Nichols, Nath’l S. Rug
Fortunately
the public revenue therefore, could not be tolerated., All that
the
country.
L
...
ing short of a “ Free Trade to all the Ports
gles, John Stevens, Adam S. Coe, Michael
be done, was done—the ayes and noes
at ffiis time is abundant, and there is no ex- could
<
of the Chinese Empire.” It is undoubtedly
Freeborn.
Rail Road to Quebec.—The Augusta Age
were
called and recorded. I well remem
traordinary
call
upon
the
Treasury
to
inter'
entirely within the power of the British gov- contains the letter of Lord Aylmer, Govern
ber
the private conversation with the mem
fere
with
the
accomplishment
of
this
imporI
ernment to bring about this result, and prob- or in Chief of British America, to the Gov
The Fire in Framingham.—The Cotton
bers. Several gentlemen asked, “ will you
ably without any great expense either of blood ernor of Maine, under date of April 1st, in tant object. Plans have long since been 1
Factory at Framingham, belonging to Mr*
not
vote
for
it
—
viz
:
the
proposed
amend

matured by skilful engineers, and received i
or treasure.—JV*. Y. Jour, of Com.
which he offers to direct an engineer in the the sanction of the government, for works ment
for $3,000,000 ?” I answered—No, I McLellan, and others, which was destroyed
:
Action between an Imperial Squadron and a service of the British Government to meet
not.
It was then suggested—“ you on Thursday night last, was insured on the
acknowledged to be necessary for the protec- could
(
any person to be appointed by the latter, with tion of the principal cities, against the attacks have always voted for all appropriations for factory stock, &c. to the amount of about
Chin-Chew Junk.
$12,000. The factory was leased to Messrs.
A long-continued and desperate action was the view of ascertaining the most eligible
of a foreign enemy. The other reason for fortifications, and you had better vote for the
fought about the 16th instant, in the Ly-moon route for the proposed rail road ; adding, that which the present period is particularly ap amendment. It will be safe in the Treasury. Damon and Belcher, the former of whom
passage, between four vessels of the imperial should circumstances prevent its construction,
The President will not use a cent of it.” I had insurance to the amount of three or four
fleet and a trading junk belonging to Chin the examination of the country may suggest propriate for the prosecution of these works, is replied, if the money is not to be used it is thousand dollars; the latter, who had the
that we are apparently in greater danger of
chew, that is, the neighboring province of improvements in the present lines of com
useless to appropriate it. But I am opposed more immediate control and management of
Fuh-keen. The imperial force consisted of munication. Col. S. H. Long, of the corps being involved in war with a powerful ene to it because it does violence to the funda the factory, had no insurance. He is entire
my,
than
at
any
former
period
since
the
close
four large boats, disguised as fishing vessels, of Topographical Engineers, has, at the re
mental principles of our Republican Govern ly unable to account for the accident. It is
doubtful whether it was occasioned by the
each carrying six great guns, and about fifty quest of the authorities of Maine, been se of the war with Great Britain.
Under these circumstances it might have ment. If there be no danger of an abuse in
men. The engagement began at 8 and con lected by the War Department to survey a been expected that the Committee of Ways the present case, (which I by no means ad friction of machinery, by the furnace with
which the factory was warmed, or by spon
tinued until 12 A. M., when the junk struck, route for the contemplated road from the sea
and Means, acting in conformity with the mit,) we ought to make specific appropria taneous combustion. The factory was closed
having had nine killed, and many others board to the Canada line. It is not expected
tions.
It
is
our
peculiar
duty
to
see
to
the
wishes of the administration, would have
by Mr. Belcher, as usual, about seven or half
were lost in attempting to swim on shore. that this officer will be able, during the pres
proposed, in the annual bill, making provision appropriations, and it is establishing a prece past seven o’clock, and the fire was discover
We have not received a return of the killed ent season, to do more than to make a care
for the maintenance of the fortifications, a lib dent of the most dangerous tendency for all ed about eight. Immediately exertions were
and wounded on board the imperial squadron, ful reconnoisance of the route, sufficiently in
eral allowance for the rebuilding of such for future time.
but there can be no doubt it must have suf detail to indicate the tracts for the survey.
You know and the people generally know, made by Mr. Belcher, with the persons em
tifications as have been ascertained by the
fered severely ; the commander in chief, we
Boston Daily Adv.
substantially,
what followed. The second ployed in the factory and by the neighbors,
reports of the proper officers, to require it,
have heard, was wounded in the breast.
section,
above
referred to, passed the House to extinguish the flames, and it was gen
and for pressing forward with vigor the ad
erally believed for a time that they had suc
In this hard fought battle the imperialists
Fire, and loss of Life.— Last Saturday
ditional works, which the government has of Representatives: About one third of the ceeded ; but they had made their way through
used two barrels of powder, and their am morning, at about 8 o’clock, a fire broke out
determined on erecting, at some future day. House was absent on account of sickness or the ceilings and into the roof, and all efforts
munition was expended when the junk low from a Brick Dwelling-house, near the west
! Instead of doing this, they brought forward a fatigue. When the bill was sent to the Sen- to reach and arrest the fire were unavailing.
ern extremity of this village, on the bank of
ered her colors.
• ,
? bill making smaller appropriations than usual ate, it was immediately taken up, and the Some time elapsed before the alarm was gen
This sea-engagement of four hours be the river, which,
object-, Ai
r rdehy second section was resisted, and after a short, erally given, and aid procured from the vil
tween Chinese and Chinese is deserving of westerly breeze blowing at the time, at first i
ui
tuai
1
^
r
*
Everett,
who
had
devoted
much atten- spirited and able debate, was rejected. This lage, which was distant about three miles.
some notice : “ When Greek meets Greek threatened the destruction not only
of that.! l*on to
fmmprliatp
subject, Mr. Gorham and other disagreement on the part of the Senate was
Two engines were on the ground, but arrived
then comes the tug of war.” The defence but of all the buildings in its i
members of the delegation from this State, to immediately reported to the House. The too late to render any successful service.
of the junk against four vessels, which were neighborhood. By the skill and energy of;
obtain an amendment, providing for the re House of Representatives insisted upon the Much praise is due to Mr. Belcher and his
enabled to choose their position by the use of our Firemen, however, the flames were soon I
building of Fort Independence in Boston three million amendment, and returned the assistants, and especially to the females, for
their sculls, is highly creditable to the skill subdued, without damage to ‘ neighboring
bill to the Senate, but did not ask a conferand courage of her officers and crew. It is buildings, and with comparatively small in harbor, which has been shown by the report ence, as is usual in such cases. The Senate their exertions to extinguish the fire, and to
of officers of the Engineer Department, to be
preserve the property. To the efforts of the
true, they were fighting for their lives, with jury to that in which the fire originated. But
in a very delapidated state. This attempt, as (adhered to their amendment, rejecting the latter is in a great measure to be attributed
the desperation of smugglers ; yet the force the worst of our story remains to be told ;—
well as several others for the repair of other• 2nd section. Thq House of Representatives the preservation of the machinery in the low
that captured them must have been very su A person perished in the fames I The buildposts, was overruled by the votes of nearly then desired a conference, which was er apartments.—Adv. fy Patriot.
perior ; twenty-four heavy guns and 200 men,i ing was inhabited by several families, and i
the whole administration party in the House., promptly granted by the Senate, and comdistributed in different points of attack, are' among the rest, one of the chambers was ■
These attempts, however, were renewed ipi mittees on the part of the Senate and House
rented
and
occupied,
by
an
unmarried
wornI
fearful odds against any trading junk that
Foot Race.—A foot race, which appeared to
the Senate with success, and the bill was re were appointed. The conference immediatesails out of China. Two hundred and sixty an about 50 years of age, who was subject to ! turned to the House, with amendments pro. ly took place, and in a short lime it was have excited a good deal of interest at Newchests of opium—the hard won prize—were1 epileptic fits, and who resided alone. Her ’
viding for the repair of certain fortifications, agreed to strike out the second section refer- York, was run on Friday last, at the Long
name was Mary Bachellor. The other oc in addition to those provided for in the origin. red to, and to compromise the difference, by Island Race Course, for the purse of $1300,
seized by the victors.
cupants of the house, who were all either
in presence of an immense concourse of peoal bill. The Committee of Ways and Means5 making additional appropriations—
[From the Salem Register of April 27.]
below, or out of the house, were alarmed by
forwar(J
amendment3
For arming the Fortifications, . $300,000 ! pie. Ten miles were to be run within an
forwardthese
these
amendments
smoke, proceeding from her chambe , and
con^de» ¡0 of the House, until the
I hour. There were nine competitors, and the
FROM PARA.—More Bloody Work.
For repair and equipment of the
500,000 I prize was won by Henry W. Stanard, a native
m ofman. ships of war of the United States,
By the Baltimore, Capt. Richards, whichi on opening the door, found the room all on
»
.
. . J
...........
----------- 1 of Killingworth, in Connecticut, who perarrived at this port yesterday from Para, we fire. One man, at the peril of his hie, rushed j agement
was then practised, unparalleled in
$800,000 | formed the distance ten seconds within the
learn that another serious disturbance had in, and brought out the poor woman ; but of the history of our government, to make this
This amount, together with the sum before | time. Two others who came out 15 or 20
taken place there. After the resolution of the course, not until life was extinct. It is sup bill the means of placing in the hands of the
OQ----------------tHp. beyond
11 HI IT PPPPIVAfl
PAcIl
<1 (lO- each a dowascj nkniit
about four
times! COHnnAiJ
as muchKpVnnfl
' seconds
the hour
received
17th Jan. whi-ch ended in the appointment of posed, the fire proceeded from a lamp, placed President the sum of three millions of dollars, agreed
i .L.„ upon, txrn
*1... O_____
---- *;.,^.0 I
r\C (COnn irnm Mr Stevpn« who trikVf,
Malcher as President, and Vinagre as Gener beside the be(i, as the bed clothes were al to be expended for purposes of defence, at his as
i the sum the House of Representatives! nation of $200 from Mr. Stevens, who gave
al of Arms, a difficulty took place between most entirely consumed, and as no fire was discretion. As the administration could not appropriated
in the first instance. This re-1 the original purse of $1000. The race was
i
by several of
the« ™™r»otitnr
competitors,a
r—»• contested
—
«fa
these functionaries, and the rigorous meas on the hearth. She is supposed to have been succeed in coercing the Senate to adopt this port was in the hands of the Chairman of the well
ot whom took the lead of the winner
ures of the President rendered him extreme asleep when the fire first communicated with most extraordinary measure, they retaliated committee of conference on the part of the some
s
ly unpopular. His jealousy of Vinagre, in the bedding, and on awaking and discover upon them for their want of compliance, by House, Mr. Cambreleng ; but there seemed for
1 the first six miles. Stannard is 24 years
duced him on the 19th Feb. to issue an order ing her condition, was thrown into convul defeating the appropriation for fortifications no disposition on the part of Mr. Cambreleng, <old, and is six feet one inch in height. He
after the race was over, to run a mil»
for his arrest ; but resistance being made, a sions, which prevented her from giving an altogether.
or the Administration members, to report and offered,
1
large reinforcement of troops sent by the alarm. She was found on the floor, as if she
A history of this transaction is given in the act upon the bill after the failure of the three with any man on the ground.—ib.
President from the Castle, most of whom, had fallen from the foot of the bed.
following letter from the Hon. John Reed, one million section. Their conduct could not be
Haverhill Gazette.
however, after the firing ot a few shots, de
BANK OF THE UNITED STATES.
of the Representatives of this State in Con misunderstood by those who were present, and
serted him, and joined the party of Vinagre.
A great deal has been said about the over
gress, to a committee of citizens of Newport, who had long known the proceedings of the
Post Office.—Mr. E. Whittlesey, member who applied to him for information on the House, and the manner of doing business. issues of the United States Bank. To put
The town was now in the utmost confusion
—the stores and houses closed ; the inhabi of Congress from Ohio, has replied to Mr. subject, in consequence of Mr. Burgess hav It was—“ Adopt the second section we have this matter at rest, and prevent misrepresen
tants flying to the houses of foreigners; or Barry’s Appeal in a concise and logical state ing been prevented by illness, from being in proposed and the bill will pass : Reject it, tations being used to the injury of business
swimming to the shipping for safety ; boats ment. He has proved Mr. Post Master his seat on the last day of the session.
and the bill will fail. If it fail, and the For and the prosperity of the country, we give
passing to and fro in all directions, carrying General to have made assertions in his ap
tifications7 of the country fail to be prosecuted below a statement showing the condition of
YARMOUTH PORT, MASS. APRIL 11, 1835.
the ladies to the shipping, &c. ; foreigners peal which are entirely unfounded in truth.
for the ensuing year, the fault will be on the its affairs now as compared with the last five
Gentlemen :
displaying their National flags ; the Indians,
Your letter of the 6th inst. was received on part of the Senate.” In pursuance of this years.
with clubs, bows, and arrows sallying out
Presentment.—The Grand Jury of Hall Co. the 8th, and I regret that my engagements strange and unjustifiable notion, in my view Statement of the Bank oj the United Slates,
from their canoes; the noise of the cannon present the proceedings of the Legislature of
of the subject, this extraordinary attempt to
from the year 1831 to 1835, inclusive.
and musketry, altogether formed a scene of Georgia, in relation to the Judge of the have prevented me from replying until to-day. coerce the Senate and the minority of the
You desire me to give you “ an authentic
Aprill. Loans.
Bills.
Totals.
no ordinary interest. In about two hours, Cherokee Circuit, together with the attempt
House
by
threats
and
menaces,
was
followed
37 173,747 75 22,926,468 96 60,100 216 71
account of the proceedings of the House of
1835
Vinagre’s party had full possession of the city, of that body at its last session, to sacrifice the
up
by
the
most
trifling
and
captious
objec

Representatives in relation to the bill before
1834 36 130,141 96 18,676,675 66 54,806,817 62
except the Hospital and Castle, which were private property of some citizens at the shrine
the last Congress, making provision for forti tions to the power of the House to act. The 1833 41,574,206 29 22,749,723 50 64,323,929 79
occupied by the President’s force ; six vessels of party. “ We had not believed,” they ob
fications, from the time it was referred to the Chairman found the hour of twelve had ar 1832 48.449,592 95 21,481,100 59 69,930,693 54
of war were also for the President, and kept serve, “ until this act of Vandalism, that any
committee of Ways and Means, Dec. 9th, rived, and under the influence of that panic 1831 43,742,458 32 14,725,923 30 58,468,380 62
up a constant fire on the town, with great co-ordinate branch of our government would
Funds in Eu
1834, to the moment of the dissolution of the refused to report. Mr. Lewis, however, did
damage to the Churches and houses—The thus lend itself to satiate the meanest princi
rope. Due
Specie.
Nettcirculareport. It was objected, that twelve o’clock
House,
on
the
3d
of
March,
1835.
”
firing upon the Castle and Hospital continued ple of the human heart.”—Boston Pat.
_ Bank.
tion.
had arrived, and we had no longer any pow Aprili, to
I
have
now
opportunity
to
make
only
a
2,421,354
with but little intermission till the 21st, when
r
-----------90 16,448,814 86 20,544,736 90
concise statement, but trust that this will an er to act. It was said, we had no quorum ; 1835 Due
to Bank.
a cessation took place, the President having
and yet a quorum was found to pass the
The Milledgeville Recorder says :—We swer your purpose.
2,255,090 76 10,180,608 76 17,521,264 39
1834
sent ashore, from one of the vessels of war, are gratified to learn, from various quarters
Cumberland
Road
Bill,
and
I
believe
some
1
The bill for fortifications, presented to the
Due to Bank.
articles of capitulation, which were apparent entitled to credit, that there remains little
1 House of Representatives by the Committee others, (after twelve o’clock by most watches 1833 3,942,919 53 9,001,661 93 18,033,254 40
ly agreed to. But hostilities again commen doubt that the Cherokees will sanction the
in
the
House)
and
the
President
signed
it
1 of Ways and Means, amounted to $439,000
Due to Bank.
ced in about two hours, and by some strata late proceedings at Washington, relative to
’ only. A much larger sum bad in times past after it was passed. Indeed I have been 1832 1,687,565 79 7,029,310 61 21,360,465 00
gem Vinagre got possession of the fort, when the relinquishment of their lands.
Due to Bank.
been appropriated. Some amendments were present on several occasions, when Congress
a most horrid massacre look place. Many of
180,339 86 12,485,609 61 |8,238,492 00
proposed to the bill, and particularly an expired on the 4th of March, and have often 1831
the garrison leaped from the battlements
U. S. Gazette.
amendment making appropriation for Castle known bills to pass after 12 o’clock the 3d ot
Precept
and
Practice.
—
President
Jackson
headlong—the river was nearly covered with
March, and I know of no law to forbid it.
Island,
for
the
protection
of
Boston,
the
Navy
thinks
the
patronage
of
the
Government
may
the fugitives, and the assailants pouring
The Government conmmenced, and the Pres
The Boundary Question.—The war respect«
be soused by the Executive, over members Yard, &c. ; and the amendment proposed
showers of musketry upon them.
ident was first sworn into office about 12 ing the disputed territory between Ohio ana
was,
in
my
judgment,
sustained
by
facts
and
of
Congress,
as
to
subvert
our
institutions
and
On the 23d, the commandant of the cor
o’clock on the 4th of March ; and every Michigan is over without bloodshed. The
vette jiut Malcher under arrest, and acknowl build up a TYRANNY. With this view, no arguments unanswerable.—But the Commit President chosen since the days of Washing people went on to elect their township offi«
edged the Government on shore. On the sooner have their constituents ejected Kavan tee of Ways and Means, and the Administra ton, has been sworn on the 4th of March and cers on the 6th inst. in conformity with the
26th, the vessels of war came up to town— agh of Maine, and Lytle of Ohio, from their tion party insisted, that no proposition for an about that hour. If there he no intermission Laws of Ohio, without molestation, and the
Malcher surrendered himself a prisoner on seats, than Gen. Jackson rewards themfor their amendment to increase the appropriation, between the end of one and the commence- Commissioners are progressing with the sur
condition of being put in the fort—he was dovoted subserviency to the Executive by lucra ought to be entertained, because we had no• ment of the next, Congress might have con vey of the line. The military movements on
estimate and recommendation from the War
put into a launch under a guard of six sol tive appointments.—Atlas.
Department, and because we ought to study tinued in session until the rising of the sun, the part of Michigan have been suspended,
diers to be conveyed ashore ; but when a> on the 4th day of March.
and the dispute will no doubt be settled at
bout half way they shot him, landed his body
Serious Loss by Fire I—We learn that the and practice rigid economy in the expenditure
When it was proposed to adjourn, as the the next session of Congress.
at the wharf, where the soldiers pierced it valuable Mills in Aina, known as Pierson’s of the public money. The amendment was business, it was said, was completed, and
Zanesville Rep.
through with a thousand bayonets, and it was Mills, were all destroyed by fire, together | rejected by a great majority ; and the bill there was no quorum, Mr. Reed, of Mass,
I
passed
the
House,
as
it
was
reported,
on
the
afterwards dragged through the Streets and with their valuable contents, last Tuesday
observed that the business was not comple
Prompt Work.—At a meeting of the Casco
evening. The loss estimated at $5,000—no 21st of January.
to his family 1
ted :—that he fully concurred in the remarks and Kennebec Canal Corporation on Satur
The
Senate
referred
the
bill
to
a
commit

On the 3d March, Vinagre was sworn in insurance. There have been several destruc
of the gentleman from New Jersey, Mr. Par
tive fires in this vicinity within a short time tee, and after investigating the subject, they ker. The most important business, the For day last, the Charter, we understand, was ac
as President.
cepted, and the Company duly organized.
It is supposed from three to four hundred past, and in almost every instance the loss finally adopted sundry amendments, viz :
tification bill, had not been acted upon. That We learn also, that the capital stock ($150,For
Castle
Island,
(Boston)
and
Fortifica

lives were lost during this disturbance, among has been great, and no insurance. We hope
$175,000 to fail to act upon that bill in the present sit 000) has been all subscribed for. We hearti
them many of the Portuguese inhabitants, those who have property thus exposed will tions in Maryland,
Fort
Delaware,
80.000 uation of our country, would be a violation ly congratulate our citizens on this awaken
who had been compelled by Malcher to aid take cautiop, and get insured.— Wiscasset Int.
Fort
Mifflin,
75,000 of duty, (here Mr. Hawes, of Ken. called Mr. ing of public spirit, and trust that it will
in the defence of the fort.
For armament of Fortifications,
100,000 Reed to order)—Mr. Reed replied, takedown give a new impetus to the enterprise of our
The place continued in a state of agitation
the words, and proceeded. “ It has been said, rapidly growing city.—Portland Advertiser.
The Lawrence trial and affidavits, recal the
and alarm. It was reported that an expedi singular fact, that Col. Benton should have
$430,000 there is no quorum present. When it is de
tion was fitting out at Maranham against Pa some years since designated Gen. Jackson as
The additions proposed by the Senate, sired to pass, or reject a measure, a quorum
The state of Georgia will send no dele«
ra, and Vinagre had issued a proclamation the “ getter up of depositions.”
amount
to just about the original sum propo has been found. If there has been any fail gates to the Van Buren Convention.
calling on the inhabitants to repel force by
sed in the House, and about double the ori ure of a quorum, it is because members have
force. He would give up to Rio, but not to
Lawrence, the unfortunate maniac, has ginal bill of the House. The bill so amended gone out of the bar, or refused to vote. I
Maranham. The latter had prohibited all
The mammoth anchor made at Washington
been removed from his cell to a more com was sent by the Senate to the House, on the affirm, that there is a quorum present and the for the three decker at Philadelphia, weighs
trade and communication with Para, except
fact
is
well
known
to
us
all.
”
fortable apartment.
24th of Feb. The amendments proposed by
in foreign vessels.
The Senate notified us, that they were 11,699 lbs.
the Senate, were agreed to by the House,
waiting for the bill of Fortifications, but no
without
much
objection,
with
some
slight
The
sloop
of
war
Peacock
sailed
on
a
We understand that a large number of
Lafayette's Tomb.—A simple slab of black
answer was returned. Congress remained
marble in the burying ground of Picpas, in cruise, from the harbor of New York, on modification. At 8 o’clock at night, on the in session sometime after, perhaps an hour. Cattle have died in Eaton, N. H. from Stan
third
of
March,
four
hours
before
the
close
Thursday
list.
Paris, marks the place where repose the re
vation, owing to the scarcity of hay.
of the session, it was proposed to add an en The Speaker made bis parting address—-Con
mains of Lafayette. It bears this inscription :
gress dissolved, and the Fortification bill wasi
—
_
tire
new
section
to
the
bill,
as
follows
:
The
steamboat
Citizen
has
been
chartered
—“ Here liesM. P. J. R. G. M. de Lafayette,
now--------------------arrive by the Pennsylvania canot passed.
<Goods
-------- -----“
Sec.
2.
And
be
it
further
enacted,
That
by
a
company
to
run
from
Boston
to
Ports

Lieut. General, Deputy ; born at Auvergne,
That there was fault somewhere, I fully nals and Rail Roads in ten days from Phil**
in 1757 ; married in 1776, Mdle. de Noailles ; mouth, N. H. &c. and was expected in Bos-. the sum of three millions of dollars be, and believe and acknowledge. Our public debt I delphia to Louisville on the Ohio.
the
same
is
hereby
appropriated,
out
of
any
I ton last Wednesday.
died in 1834. Requiescat in pace.11
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We have a full Treasury 1W
ittifications have been corntn3
s ought to be commenced. Th*
danger of war in the opinio«2
onty surely thought so, or h
t have insisted upon the extranJ
additional appropriation of the th
f'. ollars. Yet, in the first
bill was debated, the House rS
more than $439,000
then . *
mendment of the Senate, douM?
rnn-then its committee of c3
ed to the compromise in relatioJ
millions, by substituting a siwi?
non of $800,000. If
’ agreed, the appropriations for K?
, &c., would have amounted"
0. But the determination was
i—abandon the whole—and to
impression (if possible) thatP?
iponsihility rested upon ih, S *
>e plam acts in the case
the people, and to them let th/.,
made. Let them decide who!
am gentlemen, with respect
your ohed’t serv’t
s. Wm. Ellery, John'p M^®'
ike Wm. S. Nichols, Nad.™: |J
>hn Stevens, Adam S. Coe,Mic|J

ire in Framingha^ne Cot.
at Framingham, belonging to Mr
, and others, which was destroy
day night last was insured on the
took, &c. to the amount .of about
Jhe factory was leased to Mem
nd Belcher, the former of whom
ance to the amount of three or J
dollars ; the latter, who had fa
nediate control and management o|
y, had no insurance. He is entireto account for the accident, hij
whether it was occasioned by the
jf machinery, by the furnace with
e factory was warmed, or by spon,
tombustion. The factory was closed
etcher, as usual, about seven or half
n o’clock, and the fire was discover
eight. Immediately exertions were
Mr. Belcher, with the persons em.
the factory and by the neighbors,
nish the flames, and it was genieved for a time that they had suenit they had made their way through
gs and into the roof, and all efforts
and arrest the fire were unavailing,
le elapsed before the alarm wasgenen, and aid procured from the vilich was distant about three miles,
ines were on the ground, but arrived
to render any successful service,
raise is due to Mr. Belcher and his
i, and especially to the females, for
ertions to extinguish the fire, andto
the property. To the efforts of ths
in a great measure to be attributed
rvation of the machinery in the low«
lents.—Jldv. fy Patriot.

lace.—A foot race, which appeared to
ited a good deal of interest at New
ts run on Friday last, at the Long
ice Course, for the purse of $1300,
ce of an immense concourse of peon miles were to be run within an
'here were nine competitors, and th«
s won by Henry W. Stanard,anatiw
gworth, in Connecticut, who per
he distance ten seconds within the
'wo others who came out 15or20
leyond the hour received each a do'
$200 from Mr. Stevens, whogaw
lal purse of $1000. The race was
ested by several of the competitors!
whom took the lead of the winner
rst six miles. Stannard is 24 yean
is six feet one inch in height. Ht
fter the race was over, to run a rails
man on the ground.—ib.
L OF THE UNITED STATES. |

at deal has been said about the oW
the United States Bank. Topi
er at rest, and prevent misrepreseoj
ieing used to the injury of busines
prosperity of the country, we gw
statement showing the conditions
now as compared with the lastfii

: of thè Bank oj thè United
thè year 1831 to 1835, inclusive.
Loans.
Bilia.
Totali
173 747 75 22,926,468 96 60,100 2161
130,141 96 18,676,675 66 54,806,8171
574 206 29 22,749,723 50 64,323,9291
449,592 95 21,481,100 59 69,930,6935
,742,458 32 14,725,923 30 58,468,3808
nds in Eu
rope. Due
Specie.
Nett circoli
to Bank.
hora
,421,354 90 16,448,814 86 20,544,736!
te toBank.
g
,255,090 76 10,180,608 76 17,521,264»
ie to Bank.
,942,919 53 9,001,661 93 18,033,2544
je to Bank.
.
,687,565 79 7,029,310 61 21,360,4650)
je to Bank.
180,339 86 12,485,609 61 ]8,238,492)

U. S. Gazati'"
boundary Question.—The warresp J
disputed territory between Ohioa ,
n is over without bloodshed,
went on to elect their township oj
the 6th inst. in conformity win
Ohio, without molestation, and
sioners are progressing with the s •
ie line. The military movement
of Michigan have been suspen^
dispute will no doubt be sett ,
Bession of Congress.^

Work.-M a meeting of the C*
inebec Canal Corporation on
the Charter, we understand,
and the Company duly JLg,
n also, that the capital stock
been all subscribed for. ,We hL,
atulate our citizens on this awa^
public spirit, and trust that.rt
ew impetus to the ent®rP^'s®
growing city.—Portland Mw
tate of Georgia will send no dele
the Van Buren Convention.

tammoth anchor made at WaS^DL
iree decker at Philadelphia, wet«
IS.

mderstand that a large nu
ave died in Eaton, N.H. from«
wing to the scarcity of hay.
now arrive^ the Pennsyl^*
Rail Roads in ten days from *
:o Louisville on the Ohio.

SATURDAY, MAY 2j 1835.
Connecticut.—The votes giveh for State
Officersand Mtithbers of Congress in Connec
ticut, at the late Election, have been officially
canvassed. The Jackson candidate for Gov
ernor has a majority over all others of 1548.
The Jackson candidate for Lieutenant Gov
ernor is elected by a majority of 2075—
the majority for the Jackson candidate for
Treasurer is 1261 and the Jackson candidate
for Secretary is chosen by a majority of 1^73.
The Jackson ticket for Members of Congress
also prevailed. The votes for the Whig can
didates varied from 18,649 to 19,170, and for
the successful candidates from 21,019 to
SI ,286. There were between 3 and 400

^hen shall there be an &nd of Discovery
The following etceiieht article is copied
A
diamond,
weighing upwards of five dwts.
from a late number of the ‘ Penobscot Free
was found on the plantation of Mr. Philip
man' published at Bangor. It is worthy a Brooks, in the county of Prince Edward, by
Careful pertisal* and more than that—it de one of his children, who it is supposed* was
attracted by the rays of light emitted from its
serves serious reflection.
surface. It has been examined by several
MORAL REFORM.
Many there are who will be ready to srieer scientific gentlemen, among whom was the
tit an article headed; as this is. Many there Professor of Chemistry» at Hampden Sidney
arewho count it moonshine and nonsense t0 J College, all of whom pronounce it the pure
QIC v*
......
nnrhnn
Tho dwitnvprv nt this orrpftt trpnanrA
say anything on a subject which involves so Carbon. The discovery of this great treasure
appears
to
have been the work of Providence,
much of happiness—so much of vital interest
" ..................
was a very poor man, andI
to the community. These evils are, say they, 7 forj-» Aa Mr. aroBrooks VV*
«71 «7 n/3
^«117100 t E £1 lllCJnAt?besides,■ is much involved.
Since
the . discovanu will
IV'Uli be .; cuiu
Ills uuiv
lUdiil
,
.
and
and the
only vvuioq
course io
is to ict
let them
have their day, and say nothing about them, ^owever he -^-.^^0^.0^
he* formerly did, as regards the riches of this
But such is not our opinion. We are not j
however advocates for all that has been said world. Mr. Brooks is disposed to sell.
Richmond Enquirer.
and done for the correction of the evils. Ex

At Cardinal, about ÌÓth tilt, brig PerWéVèratìce, Burnham, Boston, 7.
At Matanzas, 10th ult. brig Rupert, Pvankin,
fot Boston, 10.
Ar. at Portland, 30th tilt, brig Brutus, Merrill,
of this port, Mobile, via Salem* With cotton.

JOSEPH CURTI^
AS just received and offers for sale (at
the store formerly occupied by Col.
A. F< Symonds,) a good assortment of

H

DRY GOODS, GROCERIES,

HARD WARS;

AUCTION.

O be sold at Public Auction* on Satur Old Sable, Swedes, English & Sheet IRON j
day, the 23d day of May ihst. at two o’ Nail and Spike Rods ;
Plough Plate ; Hoop Iron ;
clock, P. M., at the dWelling-house of Oliver
Perkins, in Kennebunk, 64 Acres of Land, Swedes, Tub and Cast STEEL ;
called the Alewive Lot, adjoining land of Jo Nails, &c. &c. &c. &c.
seph Waterhouse, Clement Noble and others.
Also,—A good assortment of
There is a considerable growth of pine and
iPaiiiti, Oils
I>ye
hard wood on the premises. About 18 acres
Wells, (Corner,) April 25, 1835.
is cleared land, and is fine land for tillage and
mowin". The whole will be sold in one lot
or will5be sold in small lots tb accommodate
posure may go too far, and generate the very
Western Rail Road.—On Saturday last, purchasers. Conditions of sale will be made
evils it would correct. But the moral and
religious ought to be enlightened sb far as Mr. Hoyt and Mr. Stebbins, assistant Engin-: known on the day of sale—unless it is sold
N all ages of the world a beautiful head of
to put them on their guard against indirectly eers, under the direction of Col. Fessenden, previously, at private sale.
hair has been considered the greatest or
ALEXANDER WARREN, Auctioneer.
lending countenance to these vile practices ) the Engineer of the Boston and Worcester
nament ever bestowed by nature upon the
Rail Road, commenced the surveys for the
Kennebunk, May 2, 1835.
which
are
far
too
prevalent
even
among
us.
scattering votes. Sixteen of the twenty-one
human frame, and indispensably necessary to
There are a set of villains who pass for gen location of the Western Rail Road, extend
the perfection of personal beauty. It is a very
Senatorial Districts have returned Jacksoning from Worcester to Springfield. They are
tlemen, and who are admitted into the best
general complaint of young persons, that their
men to the State Senate and the remaining society, who make it their business to destroy now engaged in making the necessary sur
hair is falling off or becoming dry and un
veys
to
ascertain
the
best
route
over
the
the character of the young—all whom they
five have elected Whigs.
healthy ; this may be owing to the applica
height of land west of the town of Worcester.
can lead astray from the path of virtue. Un
tion of impropei* and injurious oils, or to the
They
will
extend
their
examinations
as
far
Baltimore Convention.—The party in der the mask of politeness—by an external
entire neglect of the hair. Without proper
north as the town of Paxton, and south as
New Hampshire are about choosing dele appearance of good breeding—they are intro far as Charlton, for the purpose of discover
attention, diseases of the hair wiU arise, whicli,
duced
into
the
society
of
the
young
and
in

are often found to occasion thinness, fall
gates to represent them in the Baltimore Con
genuous ; they begin by infusing the destroy ing the most eligible track across the high
ing off, and frequently total baldness. Foi
vention, which is to be held in a few days, ing poison of infidelity into the youthful mind. lands. On the route surveyed by Mr. Bald
HE subscriber would inform the inhabi these evils and the necessary inconveniences
for the purpose of nominating candidates for Their address is insinuating ; they can easily win in 1828, the summit was found to be
about 450 feet above the level of the village
tants of Kennebunk and the adjoining , attending them, Ward’s Vegetable Hair Oil
President and Vice President. The last Do polish the shaft that is no less sure to destroy of Worcester, and about eleven miles distant.
I willj be found in all cases a sure remedy. Betowns,
that he has taken the store of Capt.
ver Enquirer contains the names of seven of for being polished ; they treat religion as a It is anticipated that a more favorable route John Lord, adjoining that of Mr. Phineas ! fore offering this Oil to the public it had been
chimera,—a subject fit only for women and
the gentlemen selected, all of whom, it seems, old men ; and when they have succeeded—’ will be found, having a much more gradual Stevens, under Washington Hall, and offers tried in hundreds of cases of baldness, thin
ness and falling off of the hair and in every
are either drawing salaries from the public and alas ! too fatally do they succeed—in ascent. We understand that the surveys will for sale
its salutary effects have been realized
, be vigorously prosecuted until they are com•Æ Splendid Assortment of instance
chest, or have scarcely got their fingers out overturning religious principle, they turn, pleted to Springfield.—Boston Pah
to admiration. It has never failed to produce
upon
the
last
hope
of
human
virtue
—
the
a new and beautiful growth on heads already
of it.” We subjoin a list of the Delegates,
principle of moral rectitude—and laugh at the
as published in the Enquirer :
iff39Senator Hendricks of Indiana* isoufa- of the new style, from the Philadelphia, New bald, and to check that falling off which so
received notions of mankind. They paint
often occurs. In cases where it becomes dry
Abner Greenleaf, Postmaster ; Tristram the pleasures of indulgence—
 they point to I gainst the Office Holders, Executive Patron York and Boston Manufactories.
and ceases to grow, this Oil will very soon
and
the
concentration
of
power
in
the
Shaw, State Senator ; Joseph M. Harper, examples of eminent characters—who not- age
’
render it healthy and produce a rapid and
—ALSO—
hands
of
one
man.
There
is
no
doubt
that
Ex-Member of Congress ; Charles G. Ather withstanding their eminence, are by no means I
beautiful growth, without the least injury to
JI fine assortment of the celebrated
any
event,
the
Senate
of
the
U.
S.
is
safe.
ton, Speaker of N. H. Legislature ; John H. scrupulous on questions of nice morality— at
j
the most delicate head ; nor does any falling
Fuller, County Treasurer ; John L. Putnam, they represent the world as a theatre of There will be a majority opposed to the Ex SATXN BEAVER HATS. off follow after using it. That loss of hair
for it is not to be supposed that
Judge of Probate ; Joseph H. Smith, Assist pleasure and woe to the yielding listener 1 ecutive,
1
A BEAUTIFUL ARTICLE.
which so often takes place after sickness may
ant Postmaster.
Thousands are the victims—thousands of Judge White and his friends will any longer
Gentlemen
’s, Youth’s and Children’s Cloth be easily prevented by using this celebrated
sustain
an
administration
which
is
using
all
both
sexes
—
of
rhe
higher
as
well
as
the
low

In Gloucester County, N. J. a “ large and
Oil. In short no Oil has ever been offered
its power to break them down.—Boston Jltlas. Caps, Tarpaulin and Palm Leaf Hats, all of
to the public that gives such universal satis
respectable meeting,” consisting of twelve of er classes in society—of these seductive arts.
which will be sold low for Cash.
In all our larger towns and villages, we see
faction and stands the’test of experience like
JOSEPH O. STEVENS, Agent.
fice holders and private citizens, recently as with alarm the progress of immorality and
Hammering by Steam !—There is no pause,
Ward’s Vegetable Hail Oil.
Kennebunk,
April
28,
1835.
sembled and selected delegates to represent vice. We wonder why it is so—why the no stop to the inventive genius of our coun
For sale by
JOHN LILLIE.
youth of the city are corrupted, while the trymen. A physician of Boston has inven
1 the democracy’ in this convention.
Kennebunk, April 25,1835.
youth of the country escape corruption. But ted a machine, consisting ot numerous ham
Business is remarkably brisk this spring, we need not wonder. Polished manners are mers which go by steam, the force and rapid
the introduction—and almost the only intro ity of which will enable the owners of the JAMIES & ISAAC IMED
we learn, in all our cities and large commer
duction for an individual into society. Many rich granite quarries of Massachusetts and HAVE just received a fresh supply of
HE subscribers, having contracted with
cial towns. Preparations are making for the a worthy young gentleman—many an excel New Hampshire, to dress and face blocks of
NEW GOODS, suitable for the
the town of Kennebunk-port, to sup
erection of large numbers of dwellings, lent young lady—is denied access to elevated this hard rock for building in a very short present and approaching season, all of which
port the Poor of said town the present year?
stores, factories, &c. Bangor, Portland and society because unpolished, while persons of time, and at a cheap rate. This has been a will be sold on the very lowest terms for hereby give notice that they have made the
Cash or Produce.
necessary provisions for their support. They
Boston,judging from the accounts received known profligacy are kindly entertained and serious difficulty, and it is now overcome.
Kennebunk, May 2, 1835.
caressed, so that vice appears to be a sort of
therefore forbid all persons harboring or trust
through the newspapers published in those recommendation. This accounts for the
ing any of the paupers of said town, as they
A disconsolate and broken hearted woman,
cities, are thriving wonderfully. Real estate is phenomena. We need not wonder that in as she calls herself—Mrs. Luara Hunt, of
Red Top Seed.
are determined to pay no bill for their sup
JOHN HUTCHINS, 3d.,
rising rapidly, as a general thing, throughout fidelity and immorality spread and become Broadalbin, Montgomery county, N. Y. noti IpUST received and for sa]e, a quantity of port.
qJ
Red Top Seed.
WM. LORD.
FRANCIS BOSTON.
the country, and goods of all descriptions are contagious when even the most moral and fies the public through the Amsterdam Intel
May 1,1835.
most strictly religious thus caress seducers. ligencer, that her husband Josiah Hunt, has
Kennebunk-port, April 21,1835.
advancing in prices. People are ripe for spec
There is one powerful corrective, and it left her bed and board and strayed away to
ulation in almost any thing. This is all very should be applied—it must be applied—or no parts unknown ; and she forbids all girls, old
one cab foretell the awful consequences. maids and widows, not to meddle with or
LOVER, HERDS GRASS & Red Top,
well, if things are not overdone.
These unprincipled wretches mast be exclu marry him, on penalty of the law.—She also
Eastern Seed, for sale by
D. RE MICH
ded from good society. Public indignation earnestly entreats all editors “ throughout the
JAMES & ISAAC LORD.
Gen. Harrison has been named, in many and the finger of scorn must pursue the
JJAS just received his Spring assortment of
world” to lay the foregoing information be
Kennebunk, May 2, 1835.
papers, as a candidate for Vice President, to wretch who trifles with . character—who fore their readers. Mrs. Hunt will please to
& FLOWER SEEDS,
mocks at moral principle. Let nothing atone perceive that we haVe complied with her re
run with Judge White.
Gopartuersbip Hissolved. fromGARDEN
the New England Seed Store, Boston?
for a want of moral rectitude—let virtuous quest.
TITHE Copartnership heretofore existing
JL
under the firm of J. G. Perkins & Co. warranted of the growth of 1834:
The Legislature of Rhode Island will meet young persons be encouraged, and assisted,—
—AMONG WHICH ARE THE FOLLOWING—
and let vice be stripped of its attractions that
The
Temperance
Almanac,
published
at
is
by
mutual
consent this day dissolved. All
at Newport on Wednesday next.
result from outward circumstances,—then Albany, states that out of twenty-four thous persons having business with the firm unset
Early DivarfPea.
Early Washington do.
may we hope to see a moral reform of which
(tT’An Extra Sheet accompanies this we shall have no cause to be ashamed. We and persons confined in the jails and poor tled, or demands against it, are requested to
Dwarf Scymetar do. (superior.)
houses in the state of New-York in 1833, call upon J. G. Perking or Silas Perkins, and
Large Marrowfat do.
number of our paper, containing the public insist upon it that such a course should be eighteen thousand were certified by the settle the same without delay.
Early Marrow Beah, (best string Bean.) pursued.
These
wretches
should
be
scout

laws passed during the last session of the Leg
r London Horticultural Pole Bean.
J. G. PERKINS.
keepers to be intemperate in their habits.
ed ;—then no longer would they mark their
Long Blood Beet.
SILAS PERKINS.
islature of this State.
Early Turnip do. do.
victims—no longer would they fix their eyes
Kennebunk-port, April 27, 1835.
YORK COUNTY BIBLE SOCIETY.
Mangel Wurtzeldo.
on the fair and virtuous, and pursue them to
A meeting of the York County Bible Soci
French Sugar do.
Storm and destruction of Property.-— destruction—first robbing them of their prin
.Early York Cabbage.
ety, will be holden at the Union Meeting
The storm of Tuesday last was unusually se ciples, and then despoiling them of their
Early
Dutch do.
LOT of Baltimore Howard Street Flour,
house, near Dam’s Mills, in Newfield, on
Green Globe Savoy do.
vere in New York. The Commercial Adver characters. It is too much. We call upon Tuesday, the 12th day of May inst., at 10 o’
for sale by
Large Late Drumhead do.
JAMES & ISAAC LORD.
tiser gives a longlist of disasters by the gale. the moralist—the Christain—the philan clock, A. M. At this meeting the usual bu
Red Dutch do. ( for pickling.)
thropist— to reflect on this subject. Let
Long
Orange Carrot.
Kennebunk,
May
2,
1835.
siness
of
the
annual
meeting
will
be
transact

Several schooners and sloops parted their them speak out—let them assume a high
Early Horn do.
ed.
By order of the Trustees,
fasts at Whitehall Dock, and drifted out of the and elevated standard—let them manifest a
Early
Dutch Cauliflower.
‘
MEDICAL NOTICE.
~
John Frost, Rec. Secretary.
White Celery.
slip more or less damaged. A sloop, at the spirit of becoming indignation at the practices
HE
members
of
the
York
County
Medi

Kennebunk, May 1, 1835.
Curled Cress.
cal Society are hereby notified, that
same dock, loaded with Beer, sunk in conse which are’ undermining the foundations of
Long Green Prickly Cucumber.all that is noble in character ; and show
their next meeting will be held on the 13th Early Frame do.
Kennebunk Lyceum.
quence of the sea making a breach over her. thereby how much they regard the interest
Early Green Cluster do.
An extra meeting of the Lyceum will be day of May next, at 10 o’clock, A. M. pre
Early Curled Silesia Lettuce.
Several vessel^ were dismasted—several in of their children—=-of posterity—of mankind
held at the meeting-house of the second par cisely, at the house of Jonathan Stone, in
Imperial Head do.
jured more or less by coming in contact, and in general. We could wish that these few ish, on Tuesday evening next, at 7 o’clock.--- Kennebunk.
Pine Apple Melon.
a considerable number of small craft were j remarks might provoke some abler pen to do Subject of discussion—“ Ought the slaves in
Large Cantaleupe. do.
J. S. FARNUM, Secretary.
.
Large Round Water do.
justice to this subject. It is one that involves this country to be immediately emancipated ?”
Alfred, April 22, 1835.
sunk and damaged.
Long Carolina do. do.
momentous interests both for time and for The next regular meeting of the Lyceum, on
Silver Skin Onion.
Considerable damage was done to the eternity.
Thursday evening next, will also be held in
Large Deep Red do.
NOTICE.
wharves and vessels in Portland, during the
White
Portugal do.
the meeting-house of the second parish. The
HE subscriber having contracted with
From Cape of Good Hope.—Captain Felt,
Double Curled Parsley.
same gale.
debate
on
the
question
—
“
ought
capital
pun

the
town
of
Kennebunk,
to
support
the
Large Dutch Parsnip.
of the Derby, brings information that one of
ishment to be abolished
will be continued.
poor of said town for one year, hereby gives Squash Pepper.
The French News, via Calais, Me. which the Cadre Chiefs had commenced a san
notice
that
he
has
made
suitable
provision
Early Scarlet Short top Radisii.
May
2.
guinary war on the Colonists, murdered ma
Long Salmon do.
for them at the Alms-House, and hereby
we published last week, is neither confirmed ny of the farmers, burnt their houses, carried
Scarlet Turnip Rested do.
HYMENEAL.
forbids all persons harboring or trusting any
off their cattle, &c. The survivors fled to
or contradicted as yet.
Sage.
of the Paupers of said town on my account,
Summer Savory.
Graham town for safety. The Governor at
MARRIED—In Dover, 23d ult. Mr. Jeremiah
Early Bnsh Scallop Slimmer Squash.
It is reported that the President of the Cape Town despatched Col. Smith, with de- Moulton of York, to Miss Abigail Stackpole or on account of the town, as I shall pay no
Early Long Warted do.
bill for their support.
U. S. Bank has given orders for closing the tachmenis oftroops, to Graham town, and in of D.
Canada Crook-neck do.
JAMES
WARREN.
In
Kennebunk-port,
by
Rev.
E.
Kellogg,
Mr.
Long Wiriter Crook-neck do.
Branch at Portsmouth, N. H. and that the January he was mustering all the force he Joseph Wildes, 3d. to Miss Mary Leach.
Kennebunk,
May
1,
1835.
Tomato.
could collect, English and Hottentots, to
Branch at Fayetteville, N. C. has already
In Milton, Mr. David Farnham of Acton, to
Early White Dutch Turnip.
meet the enemy. The inhabitants of Cape
White Flat W inter do.
Miss
Roena
Dearborn
of
M.
commenced winding up its concerns.
Town were raising funds for the relief of the
1
Swedish or Ruta Bags do.
In Somersworth, N. H. (Great-Falls village,)
distressed colonists.—Essex Register.
A large quantity of Ornamental FloweK
Mr. Daniel B. Brown, of Steubenville, Ohio, to
OR sale by the subscriber, Manure Forks>
The steamer McDonough encountered a
Miss Catharine G. Perkins, of S.
& Stetson’s Hoes.
WM. LORD.
Kennebunk, March 20,1835<
Mexico.—We have received papers from
In Berwick, Mr. John Staples of Eliot, to
severe gale, on her passage from Portland to
May 1, 1835.
Vera Cruz of the 26th March. Peace had Miss
;
Mary Ann Andrews, of B.
Boston, on Tuesday last. Two of her an been restored in the fortress of St. John de
To the members of the first Parish in Kenne*
IM E for sale by
chors were lost, one of her masts carried Uloa ; and the garrison had submitted to the
JAMES & ISAAC LORD.
bunk, qualified to vote in Parish Meetingst
OBITUARY.
away, and her main shaft broken—she went power of the general government. In the
and to all the owners of Pews in the Meeting
Kennebunk, May 2,1835.
DIED—In Saco, 17th ult. Mrs. Elizabeth, wife
house in said Parish,
Greeting.
into Salem with one wheel. There were 125 department of Chiapis the insurgents had
been routed by the troops under Gil Perez. of Mr. Elias Pike, aged 47.
TAKE NOTICE.
N the name of the State of Maine, you are
passengers on board the McD.—an arm of one
The roads leading to Mexico continue to be
In Wells, 20th ult. Mr. Clement Mildram.—
HE subscriber, having contracted with
hereby notified to assemble and meet at
of whom was broken by the falling of the infested with robbers, whose daring has lately 24th ult. Mr. Nahum Day)
said Meeting-house, on Monday, the fourth
the overseers of the poor of the town
In
Berwick,
April
16,
Mrs.
Mary,
wife
of
Mr.
demanded the attention of the general gov
mast.
of Wells, to support all the paupers belong
 of May next, at two o’clock* afternoon ;
day
John Franklin, youngest
ernment, to devise measures necessary to Moses Foy, aged 70
ing to said town, for the term of one year from then and there
child
of
Mr.
Oliver
Hill,
aged
7
months
and
5
The Portsmouth Journal says that nineteen destroy the banditti.—JV*. Orleans Bee.
date hereof, and having made provision for
1st, To choose a Moderator.
days.
hundred fresh Halibut have been sold in that
2d, To take into consideration the expedi
that purpose, hereby forbids all persons har
Counterfeit
Coin.
—
We
are
informed
that
boring or supporting any of said paupers on ency of painting the outside of the Meetingplace within the last three months, weighing
SHIP NEWS.
large quantities of counterfeit half dollars and
house, and of making otjier repairs thereon,
his account.
in the aggregate more than 50 tons !
ten cent pieces are in circulation in this city
JAMES HOBBS.
and of assessing a Tax on the Pews in said
KENNEBUNK, MAY 2, 1835.
and vicinity. They are imitations of Ameri
Wells, Dec. 16, 1834.__________ ________ Meeting-house for defraying the expense 01
can coins and very difficult to detect. It is
[to correspondents ]
said painting, &c. And to vote what you
ARRIVED.
« N’s.” communication shall be inserted said they are a compound of tin, glass, and
April 27—Sch. Ploughboy, Perkins, Boston.
may think proper thereon.
, ,
GOODS.
lead and’are equal in sound and weight to the
Given under our hands at Kentlebunk, the
30—Schs. Grape, Ward, Boston ;—Moro,
next week—it came to hand too late for this
genuine. Our informant says they are suppo Emery, do.;—Mary, Webber, do.
14th day of April, A. D. 1835.
JOHN a. JIA^O
sed to be Canadian manufacture, and well got
day’s paper.
_____
AS just received a fresh supply of
MEMORANDA.
up to deceive the best judges.
ADAM i?D<JSr4°CH’ C Committie.
Saco, April 23.—Ar. schs, Three-Brothers,
SPRING & SUMMER GOODS,
Hartford Review.
We have always labored to expose the
)
Small, of Dennis, from New York ; Hope, Rowe,
which he offers low for cash or country pro TIMO. FROST,
danger threatening this country from the
Gloucester j Susan, Lord, do. j 24th, sch. Pack duce.
Where is Doctor Tobias Watkins now ? et, Hartley, Boston; 25th, schs. May-Flower,
labors of the office holders. We find that
Kennebunk, April 24,1835.
Patrick Henry, who used to be good au Does he still occupy a room in that part of Emery, do. ; Friendship, Moore, do.; 26th, schs.
F last year’s growth, put up by the Sha
thority in the days of the republic, before the the prison at Washington, which up’on high Elizabeth, Leavitt, Salem ; Hudson, Clark, Bos
IX months in a Convent, or the narrative
kers, for sale by
ton
;
Echo,
Jordan,
do.
—
Sailed,
22d,
sch.
n
jLiyiiaciy,
authority
was
designated
as
the
Criminal
budding up of the present Imperial Dynasty,
of Rebecca Theresa Reed, who was un
MILLER & HALL.
Charles, Morrill, Boston ; sip. George Washing
entertained very similar notions. ““ Sir,” said i Jlpartment ?” If so, when may he hope for ton
der
the
influence
of
the
Roman
Catholics
; 23d, sch. Elizabeth, Leavitt, Boston ; 24th,
April
13.
...
one
of
his
the
edifying
society
of
the
Rev.
O.
B.
Brown
?
this great apostle of liberty, in
about two years, and an inmate of the Ursu
splendid harangues on the Federal Constitu- Shall the latter be permitted to retire un- sch. Medora, Gloucester; 29th, sch. Only- line Convent on Mount Benedict, Charles
Daughter,
Dennis.
PALM LEAF HATS.
tion, “ the people have a hereditary hatred to scathed with his fortune of one huntown, Mass, nearly six months, in the years
ILLIAM LORD has just received a
Ar. at New-Orleans, 5th ult. brig Lima, Lord,
custom house officers. The experience of the dred thousand dollars, how accumulated
1831-2.
large assortment of Summer Hats,
mother country leads me to detest them. They no man can doubt, after the reports of the Havana.
.
An additional supply of the above just re
At Havana, 11th ult. barque Bohemia, Lord,
which are offered for sale cheap.
have introduced their baneful influence into the ; committees on the Post Office . Where sleeps
ceived and for sale by
D. REM1CH.
uncertain
;
brig
Watchman,
Patterson,
waiting
Kennebunk, April 24,1835.
administration and destroyed one of the most the sword of justice onceso trenchant against
Kennebunk, April 20, 1835.
beautiful systems that the world ever saw.”
I government malefactors ?—Philadelphia Her. freight.
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tion war and he ant pizoned yet.
At a Court of Probate held at Kennebunk, within
John—I guess he’s got a tough liver
andfor the county of York, on the first Mon- Oil
- copies of the HANDBILL, headed ’ by
day in April, in the year of our Lord
though,
and
I
guess
the
old
square
would
OlJWMENT,
sundry quotations from Scripture, ad
[From the Commercial Herald.]
eighteen hundred and thirty-five, by the Hon dressed to the citizens of Kennebunk, and
throw him ten to one in wrastlin. The man
THE SWEET SPRING IS COMING.
ourable WILLIAM A. HAYES, Judge of circulated in this and the neighboring towns,
HIS valuable medicine is celebrated
said such as grandsir was pretty scarce too,
said Court:
The sweet Spring is coming, with fragrance most all on’em die afore they’re forty-five.
during the last month. Also, five,complete
for curing the following diseasesaround her,
^ATHANIEL JEFFERDS, guardian of sets of the Handbills addressed to the peo White Swellings of every description ; Sqre
Mother—How does he know grandsir’s Fl
And music is heard on the wings of the wind ;
Julia Ann Ross, a minor, and child of ple of Kennebunk and circulated in this and
Legs and Ulcers of long standing ; Glandu.
The fetters are broken which yesterday bound liver is tougher than any 'body’s else ? he James M. Ross, late of Kennebunk, in said
the neighboring towns, previous to the Spring lar tumors ; Felons or Catarrhs ; Rheutnat.
her ;
ant never seen it.
county,
deceased,
having
presented
his
first
and
Fall
Elections,
during
the
last
two
or
And all her young glories in joy unconfined ;
ic pains of the Joints ; Sprains, Bruises
John—I guess he’s seen a good many account of guardianship of his said ward for three years.
The wild birds are singing,
just sich though—he said he was a doctor allowance :
Any person who will gratuitously furnish
Voters; Chilblains or parts affected by
The sweet flowers are springing,
le or
rprpivp tho
It is also good
pood for Scalds and Burns,
Rm-h.
and I reckon he’s looked into dead folks
AH nature is bringing each beauty so rare—-----or more
more of
of these
these handbills
handbills will
will receive
the frost.
ORDERED—That the said guardian one
Old Winter to latitudes northern is winging— afore now, for he told over about seen livers give notice to all persons interested, by caus hearty thanks of the advertiser. They may
For glandular swellings, it is superior to
May his flight bear away every dark cloud of jist like sole lether and findin pieces o’ bone ing a copy of this order to be published three be left at the office of the Gazette.
any medicine yet known. It is much safer
care.
The advertiser is exceedingly anxious to than mercurial applications,/as it doesnot
all over their brains and smellin rum there weeks successively in the Kennebunk Ga
zette, printed at Kennebunk, in said county, procure the several handbills above mention contain the smallest atom of that mineral j
O say can you hear the far waterfall humming, too.
that they may appear at a Probate Court to be ed. The public will in due time be informed because it does not lay the patient liable to
As it comes on the south wind so mellow and
Mother—John he’s a great liar anybody
held at Kennebunk, in said county, on the of the disposition which is made of them. He
sweet,
And say can you see the fair wild pigeon corning might know.
first Monday in August next, at ten of the believes the object he has in view is a merito injury from exposure to cold.
John—He told one pretty tough story clock in the forenoon, and shew cause, if any rious one and he hopes his efforts to promote
It cures the worst Felons or Whitlows on
So swift from tho warm clime with light wing
and fleet ?
about a woman who catched fire by her they have, why the said account should not the public good, will be seconded by the lov the application of forty-eight hours. Rhe«,
Each living thing's dancing—
ers of good order of all parties.
breath and burnt all up to a cender.
be allowed.
matisms which have stood so long as to be.
The glad waters glancing,
Kennebunk, April 17,1835.
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
Mother
—
Did
’
nt
nobody
tell
him
that
come a systematic disorder, require medi.
Their beauty enhancing as they dash into foam ;
A true copy,—Attest,
cine to be taken inwardly to remove them
Each bud’s gemmed with dew drops, tho sight was a lie—there’s moisture in the breath
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
how entrancing,
and that wont burn I know.
entirely. But in most cases, by applying
April 11.
On floweret and tree, now, around my dear
John—Rum will fast enough and I ’spose
E, the subscribers, having been appoint this ointment externally as directed, it will
home.
At a Court of Probate held at York, within
she had her mouth full on’t.
ed by the Hon. William A. Hayes, give relief.
and for the county of York, on the first
Mother—Did he say a little rum was pi
Judge of Probate of Wills, &c., within and
Up caps then, for thee, Spring ! a kind welcome
CERTIFICATES.
Monday in May, in the year of our Lord for the County of York, to receive and ex
to thee ;
zon John ?
WASHINGTON, MARCH 22, 1820.
eighteen hundred and thirty four, by the Hon amine the claims of creditors to the estate of
And the last of the trio, ah, what shall we say !
John—He said rum was pizon, and I
Sir—My son being afflicted for more
Thou art coming, aye, smiling as when we first
orable WILLIAM A. HAYES, Judge of
JOSHUA JOHNSON,
’blieve him.
than five years with While Swelling, and
knew thee,
said Court:
Mother—Did he say we must’nt drink
late of York, in said county, yeoman, de having applied every remedy recommended
And said in our glad hearts, there’s no month
OSIAH BRAGDON, Guardian ofNath'l
like May :
ceased, represented insolvent, do hereby give by the most eminent physicians within my
none, John ? ’spose any body gets wet
Grant,
a
minor
and
child
of
Theodore
Thou bringest us flowers,
through and all chilled and shakin ?
Grant, late of York, in said county, yeoman, notice, that six months are allowed to said reach, without success, I at length procured
And wild woodland bowers,
John
—
The
man
said
’
twant
any
use
to
deceased,
having presented his first account creditors to bring in and prove their claims, onejug of Dr. Judkins’ Patent Specific Oint
With sunshine and showers, like beauty in tears;
and that we shall attend that service, at the
Then be the May coming, to us and to ours,
burn up the inside ’cause the outside wanted of Guardianship of his said ward for allow Office of Charles O. Emerson, Esq. in said ment, and state, for the benefit of the afflict,
The month of all months, this year of all years J dryin—he said he’d been ridin about all ance :
York, on the last Saturday of April inst. and ed, that before one jug was used a perfect
S. J. L.
ORDERED—That the said Guardian on the last Saturdays of the five following cure was effected. My son has enjoyed
winter and got wet through and through
° good health ever since. I have no doubt
many a time and did’nt touch a drop—and give notice to all persons interested, by months, from two to four o’clock, P. M.
temperance department.
Dated at York, the 9th day of?
I reckon if you was to see him you’d say causing a copy of this order to be published
to the Ointment alone he is indebted, as?
three weeks successively in the Kennebunk
April, A. D. 1835.
C
he’d whip half a dozen of father.
nothing else was used for more than nine
[From the Landmark.]
Gazette, printed at Kennebunk, in said coun
JOSEPH S. CLARK,
Mother—I guess if the small pox come ty, that they may appear at a Probate Court
months before the application of the Oinu
DIALOGUE.
______________ JOSEPH P. JUNKINS. .
ment.
Respectfully,
to be held at York, in said county, on the
John—Mother. I wish that old jug was along he’d take it fast enough though.
John—He said he would’n run for small first Monday in May next, at ten of the
JOHN COCKE.
broke.
Messrs. O. & S. Crosby.
Gen/.—I
Mother—Why John I’m sure its a very pox nor nothing else and all last summer he clock in the forenoon, and shew cause, if any
HE
subscriber
offers
for
sale
was down there to York and saw’em dying they have, why the said account should
good lookin one.
am
much
indebted
to
you
for
your
kindness
his Farm, consisting of anot be allowed.
in sending me some of Dr. Judkins’ Specific
John—It looks as well as any on ’em I off with colery and he stuck to cold water
bout seventy acres of good land,
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
and want hurt a bit—and according to his
’spose, I wish ’twas broke though.
A true copy,—Attest,
situated in Alewive, (so called,) in Ointment—it has proved most valuable to
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
Kennebunk.—Said Farm is under a good my Son who has been for many years afflict
Mother—What would your sir and 1 do tellin ’twas well you and sir want down
March 21.
there, for all rum drinkers went off very
state of cultivation and averages about thirty ed with the Chilblains, and was obliged to
for sperit ?
tons of hay annually.—There is on the same wear India Rubber Shoes, winters, until I
John—Do ? do without it as the square sudden.
Mother—John did’nt nobody get up and At a Court of Probate held at Kennebunk, with a good double two story dwelling-house, well made use of this Qintment, which has pro
does.
in and for the county of York, on the first finished, with a wood and chaise house.—
Mother—whose been talkin such stuff to go out o’ meetin.
ved an entire remedy. And it has proved
Monday of April, in the year of our Lord Also a barn which has been recently built.
John
—
I
see
Tipple
out
in
the
entry
the best remedy for Soresand wounds of
you John—your father and I has seen as
eighteen hundred and thirty-five, by the Hon.
The
above
Farm
is
pleasantly
situated
—
amany years as some of them boys that go when I was goin to hide the jug, but arter I
WILLIAM A. HAYES,, Judge of said bout three miles from the village of Kenne every description that I ever made use of.
got back he’d clear’d out—some on ’em run
Qouvt *
about talkin agin their betters.
bunk.—Any person wishing to purchase is
Yours very Respectfully,
OSEPH LITTLEFIELD, 5th., named invited to call and examine the premises,
John—That man that talked agin bitters down stairs pretty hard as if ’twas too hot
PARLEY GODDARD.
Executor in a certain instrument pur when the terms of sale will be made known
Worcester, Mass., April 8, 1834.
last night had as many grey hairs in his head | up there—and soon arter I see old Nat the
porting to be the last will and testament of
i tavern keeper thrash out shakin his head as
,
JOSEPH TAYLOR.
as grandsir, I guess—
August 2, 1834.
Lydia Littlefield, late of Wells, in said county,
Kennebunk, March 21, 1835.
Mother—How come you up to the meet ! if he meant to lick the doctor the first time widow, deceased, having presented the same
Sold wholesale and retail by JOHN
ings—’tis a great pity some folks had ’nt he catched him.
for probate:
LILLIE, Kennebunk-, Nathan Kendall,
Mother
—
And
I
hope
he
’
ll
beat
the
impu

somethinig better to do than be ridin’ about
ORDERED—That the said executor
HIS beautiful and thor Alfred; Wm. C. Stimpson, & Co. No. 134
on other folks money, sterrin up quarrels dent rascal into better manners.
give notice to all persons interested, by caus
ough bred young Blood South Side, Faneuil Hall; Rogers, & Co.
John
—
He
wont
do
it
I
reckon,
for
arter
ing a copy of this order to be published three
and settin children up so.
Horse, is of an elegant dark
No. 78 and 79, Commercial Street ; S. N.
John—I reckon as how we all want set meeting the square and all the great folks weeks successively in the Kennebunk Ga
Chesnut color, with a star, Brewer, & Brothers, No. 90 and9%, Washzette,
printed
at
Kennebunk,
that
they
may
got
round
the
doctor,
and
I
guess
they
atin up—I’d like settin up on a bench in the
black main, tail and legs, both hind feet par
appear at a Probate Court to be held at tially white below the pastern joints. He mgton NL ; Maynard & Noyes. No. 13,
school’us, now and then, and not have every greed to stand by him cause he did’nt look
Cornhill, Boston.
Y
ork,
in
said
county,
on
the
first
Monday
of
I’d just tackle to him myself
was 6 years old in June last ; 15 hands high ;
boy I see twitten me about my not knowin a bit scar’d.
May next, at ten of the clock in the fore with a great share of bone and muscle. His
I
’
m
thinking
if
he
wants
me
to
take
hold.
—
ASCERTAIN' CURE FOR THE
nothing, and I’d like settin up in the meetnoon, and shew cause, if any they have, why
in’tjs, and not be a heathen as a little gal And I dont mean to lug that jug any more the said instrument should not be proved, ap Grandsire was the unrivalled horse American
Eclipse, that was sold the last season, at the
called me ’(other day—and every thing of nother.
proved and allowed, as the last will and testa age of 20 years, for $10,000, and now stands
OW EVER inveterate, in one hour's
Mother—Stop John where’ you goin.
ment of the said deceased.
ourn wants settip. up ; there’s the old chirnin Dinwiddie County, Virginia, for the use of
application, and no danger from
John
—
I
hear
sir
growlin,
he
’
ll
be
in
in
a
Attest,
W
m
.
C
utter
A
llen
,
Register.
bly blew half down last storm—and the old
mares, at $100 the season. His Dam by the taking cold, by using
A true copy—Attest,
barn shook like grandsir in an afterplack fit, minet, and I’ll clear out and tell you more
celebrated
M
organ
H
orse
.
She
would
trot
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
DUMFRIES’ OINTMENT.
REPORTER.
a mile in two minutes and forty five seconds,
and I hearn a fellow say he recon’d our old on’t some other time.
April 11.
This preparation, for pleasantness, safety,
and fifteen miles an hour, with ease ; and is
horse wanted shorin.
expedition, ease and certainty, stands unri
At a Court of Probate holden at Kennebunk, now valued high for a brood mare.
Mother—You young varmin—you ant
PROBATE NOTICES
valled for the cure of this troublesome com
within and for the County of York, on the
arnin your victuals, and you dare to talk so
LORD CABOT
plaint. It is so rapid as well as certain in
to your own mother—-you good for nothin — Ata Court of Probate held at Kennebunk, with first Monday in April, in the year of our Will be at Mr. Gordon’s Stable in Saco, the
its operation, as to cure this disagreeable
Lord
eighteen
hundred
and
thirty-five,
by
the
present
Season,
ready
to
wait
upon
visitors,
John—Only to lug the old jug up to
in and for the county of York, on the first
Honourable WM. A. HAYES, Judge of at the usual low price of Seven Dollars, disorder most effectually, in one hour’s ap
Monday in April, in the year of our Lord
Tipples arter sperit every day, that’s all I’m
said Court:
to insure a foal. All Mares disposed of with plication only !
eighteen
hundred
and
thirty-five,
by
the
Hon

good for I ’spose—
N the petition of Jeremiah S. Putnam, in a year, will be charged as with foal.
It does not contain the least particle of
orable WM. A. HAYES, Judge of said
Mother—I’ll call your sir to horsewhip
executor of the will of Phineas M’In
HENRY RHODES, Groom.
mercury, or other dangerous ingredient, and
Court:
you, you villin.
tire, late of York, in said county, deceased,Saco, March, 1835.
may be applied with safety by pregnant fe
OSIAH GILMAN, executor of the last representing that the personal estate of said
John—I guess sir ant got no horsewhip—
will of Mary Sayward, late of York, in deceased is not sufficient to pay the just
We the undersigned having known Lord males, or to children at the breast.
I see him break it up to the store, try in to
said county, widow, deceased, having pre
Cabot, from a colt, do without hesitation pro
Price 37 1-2 cents a box, with ample di
get the mare out o’ the shed where she was sented his second account of administration debts which he owed at the time of his death nounce him a first rate, thorough bred horse,
rections,
by
the
sum
of
six
hundred
and
twenty-one
smellin arter oats, I reckon.
ot the estate of said deceased, for allowance : dollars and six cents, and praying for a license and well deserving the patronage of the pub
ORDERED,—That the said executor give
Mother—What do you mean to ’buse
Rufus Banks,
to sell and convey the whole of the real estate lic.
DUMFRIES' REMEDY FOR THE
your father and mother so. I’ll be bound notice to all persons interested, by causing a of said deceased, as by a partial sale the res
Stephen Littlefied,
copy
of
this
order
to
be
published
three
weeks
Jere. Millikin.
you stopped up to the meetin’us all the time
idue thereof would be greatly injured :
APril ________
4m.
proprietor begs leave to recomthat ranter was bollowin—I heard him al successively in the Kennebunk Gazette, print
ORDERED—That the petitioner give
ed at Kennebunk, in said county, that they
mend (which he does with the full
notice thereof to the heirs of said deceased
most down here ; 1’11 warrant his throat’s
may appear at a Probate Court to be held and to all persons interested in said es
GRASS SEED. .
est confidence) one of the most valuable
sore for him.
at York, in said county, on the first Monday
PRIME lot of Eastern Grass Seed, Clo remedies known for this troublesome and
John—You woul’nt thought so if you’d m May next, at ten of the clock in the fore tate, by causing a copy of this order to
ver, Herds Grass and Red Top for sale painful complaint. Without going into de
be published in the Kennebunk Gazette,
hearn him wind up, I guess, I wish sir had noon, and shew cause, if any they have,
by
MILLER & HALL. tail, he deems it enough to say, he has in
printed in Kennebunk, in said county, three
only been there—I rather think he’d been why the said account should not be allowed. weeks successively, that they may appear at
April 9, 1835.
his possession the most undoubted testimo
Attest,
W
m
.
C
utter
A
llen
,
Register.
as scared as he was when he had that crazy
a Probate Court to be holden at York, in said
A true copy,—Attest,
nials that it has more completely answered
ill
saws
and
grindstones
spell and see so many little devils arter him,
county, on the first Monday in May next, at
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
the
purposes for which it is intended, than
just
received
and
for
sale
by
I never felt so shamed afore as I did when
ten of the clock in the forenoon, and shew
April 11.
WILLIAM LORD.
any other popular medicine.
cause, if any they have, why the prayer of
that man was tellin about us.
Kennebunk, April 11.
This remedy is perfectly easy in its ap
Mother—He did’nt call our names Tight •At a Court of Probate held at Kennebunk, said petition should not be granted.
plication, to all conditions, ages and sexes.
Attest,
W
m
.
C
utter
A
llen
,
Register.
within
and
for
the
County
of
York,
on
the
fir
st
out, did he John ?
A true copy—Attest,
Monday of April, in the year of our Lord
Full directions, description of the complaint,
John—I reckoned he’d heard all about
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
eighteen hundred and thirty-five, by the
&c. accompany each packet, which consists
April 11.
*
us afore he went to* meetin though.
LORO
Honourable WILLIAM A. HAYES, Judge
AS just received his supply of Spring of two boxes, Ointment and Electuary.—
Mother—What did he say John ?
of said Court:
At
a
Court
of
Probate
holden
at
Kennebunk,
and Summer Goods, consisting of a Price, $1 for the whole or 50 cents if but
John—He said sir and you was anusance KTATHAN D. APPLETON, named Execwithin and for the County of York, on the
general assortment of English, French, Do
one of the articles is wanted.
as I took it, and I ’spose he meant to tell -LNI utor in a certain instrument purporting
first Monday in April, in the year of our mestic and West India Goods, all of which
them health folks they ought to move you as to be the last will and testament of Richard
O'^None are genuine unless signed on
Lord eighteen hundred and thirty-five, by are offered for sale on the most reasonable
they did something what they called a nu- Bean, late of Waterborough, in said county,
the outside printed wrapper by thesoZe Pro
the Honourable WM. A. HAYES, Judge of terms.
yeoman, deceased, having presented the same
sance up in the villige last summer.
said Court:
Kennebunk, April 10, 1835.
prietor,T. Kidder, immediate successor
for probate:
Mother—What else did he say John ?
N the petition of Samuel Allen and
to the late Dr. W. T. Conway. For sale,
ORDERED—That the said executor
Mary Allen, formerly Mary Johnson,
John—A great site on’t I tell you, and I
at his Counting Room, over No. 99, Court
give notice to all persons interested, by caus
administrators of the estate of Rufus Johnson,
reckon he did’n lie nuther, he wanted to ing a copy of this order to be published three
NGLISH & Swedes Iron for Tire, from street, near Concert Hall, Boston, and also*
know what good there was in drinkin sperit weeks successively in the Kennebunk Ga late of Wells, in said county, deceased, repre
1£ to 3 inches wide, also 6 inch Tire by his special appointment, by
—then he asked ’em if they never see a man zette, printed at Kennebunk, that they may senting that the personal estate of said de
JOHN LILLIE, Kennebunk.
for wide Wheels, for sale by
ceased is not sufficient to pay the just debts
and woman that drinked sperit set to and appear at a Probate Court to be held at which he owed at the time of bis death by
SAMUEL POPE, Kennebunk-port,
MILLER & HALL.
fight—then he went on and told about just York, m said county, on the first Monday of the sum of one hundred and four dollars and
Kennebunk, April 10, 1835.
such a house as ourn ; with old hats stickin May next, at ten of the clock in the forenoon, seven cents, and praying for a license to sell
and
shew
cause,
if
any
they
have,
why
the
out the winders and the shingles all off the
and convey so much of the real estate of said
said instrument should not be proved, ap deceased as may be necessary for the pay
ruff—and then says he did’nt you never see
UST received, a general assortment of
proved and allowed, as the last will and testa ment of said debts and incidental charges :
[Fn'ce reduced to 25 cents.]
some great boys round there who only ment of the said deceased.
NEW GOODS, which will be sold on
ORDERED—That the petitioners give no
Which cures in less than one hour’s appliknow’d how to swear and carry the jog up
reasonable terms.
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
tice thereof to the heirs of said deceased, and
cation. See directions.
A true copy—hXtest,
to the store ? thinks I, when he'said this he’s
ISAAC FURBISH.
to all persons interested in said estate, by
HpHE character of this celebrated OintWm. Cutter Allen, Register.
Kennebunk, April 11.
seen my jug, so 1 just skulked out and
causing
a
copy
of
this
order
to
be
pub

April 11.
ment stands unrivalled for being a safe,
whipt it over the wall long side a grave
lished in the Kennebunk Gazette, printed in
speedy and certain cure for that loathsome
stone.
AND PAPER, of excellent quality, for Kennebunk, in said county, three weeks suc
disease called the Itch—and for all kinds of
NE half of a two story dwel
Mother—Why did’nt you bring it right
cessively, that they may appear at a Probate
pimples on the skin. It is also a valuable ar
sale by
D. REMICH.
ling-house,
with
good
out

Court to be holden at York, in said county,
home John ?
April 25.
ticle for the Salt Rheum and Chilblains.
buildings and garden, convenientThe well known JAUNDICE BITTERS,
on the first Monday in May next, at ten of:,
John—’Cause I wanted to hear more’ont
for a family, in a central part of which are so eminently useful for removing
LEAR PORK for sale by
the clock in the forenoon, and shew cause, if .
—so I slipt up garilee and hearn him out.
any they have, why the prayer of said petition the town.
WJt LORD.
all Jaundice and Billions complaints.
Mother—What else did he say John ?
Also, A store, within a few rods of the
April 23,1835.
should not be granted.
Afresh supply is just received, and for sale by
John—He said sir and you was pizoning
same.
For
further
particulars
enquire
of
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
*1
JOHN LILLIE, Kennebunk,
yourselves.
WILLIAM W. WISE.
A true copy—Attest,
ENOCH GOODALE, Saco.
Kennebunk, April 11,1835.
Mother—What with John ?
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
OR sale by
Wholesale by W. C. MITCHELL, Portland,
April 11.
John—Nothin only New England—all
and
Henshaw
&
Co. Delano & Whitney, Hastings,.
MILLER & HALL.
ua,r.sh & Co- W. C. Stimpson, Low and Reed, J. P,.
April 14,1835.
the doctors say that’s pizon—I hearn doctor
DISCOURSE on the Atonement, deliv
and others, Druggistsin Boston, and all orders ta
WEDES and English Iron suitable for Hall
Jones tell sir so the last time he had the hor
be addressed to Jesse Daniell, & Co. Dedham, Mass.
ered at the ordination of the Rev. Amos
FIS
h
I
fo
R
SALE.
wheel
tire,
for
sale
by
the
subscriber.
rors—and this man told over a string o’
D. Wheeler, over the first Church and Parish
WM. LORD.
OR sale by the subscriber, about thirty at Standish, Maine, Jan. 14th, 1835, by An
doctors half an hour long who say so too,
April 11,1835.
quintals
good
Cod
Fish.
For
further
and I reckon ’tis.
drew P. Peabody, Pastor of the South Church
particulars enquire of
and Society, Portsmouth, N. H.
Mother—No such thing John—your old
QUANTITY of Baltimore Howard
CHARLES GOODWIN.
For sale by
D. REMICH.
. A
grandsir’i drinked ever since the RevoluMILLER & HALL.
Kennebunk-port, March 20, 1835.
street Flour, for sale by WM. LORD.
April 11.
April 9,1835.
Kennebunk, April 10.
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